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Invacare® CareGuard Tool-less Transfer Bench
Stability and comfort at an economical price. Easy tool-
free assembly. Backrest and armrest snap in. Three-
piece blow molded textured seat with drain holes.
Aluminum legs with 1/2" snap button adjustments to
help with stability. Wide based crutch tips and suc-
tion cups help with stability. Dimensions: seat surface
depth 16.25", seat width 27", overall base width
29", overall base depth 15.25", height adjustment
30-34", seat height 18-22", clearance 14.75-18.75".
Product weight:10lbs, weight capacity:315lbs. 3 year limited warranty.

Bath Safety

Safeguard Steel Commode
Comes without a backrest. Can be used bedside, as a
toilet safety frame, or raised toilet seat. Features durable
plastic snap-on seat, pail with lid, and splash shield.
Armrests for added comfort. External leg extensions
with seven height adjustments fit wide variety of users.
Angled legs for increased stability. Gray, powder-coated
steel frame.Dimensions: base width 25",width between
arms 19", seat width; surface 16", inside 8.5", base
depth 19", seat depth; surface 14", inside 10", overall
height 23-29", seat to floor height 16-22", seat to arm
height 7.5". Product weight:12lbs, weight capacity:
300lbs. 5 year limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV96504 Ea,Cs4 E0163

All-In-One Aluminum Commode
Comfortable, stable, commode with lightweight aluminum
frame that will not rust. Use bedside, or remove backrest for
use as a toilet safety frame or raised toilet seat. Features
large snap-on seat with lid for added comfort and support,
greater seat opening depth for hygienic purposes, and non-
marring rubber tips that have bottom hole for drainage
after cleaning. Dimensions: base width 25", width between
arms 19", seat width; surface 16", opening 8.25", base
depth 19", seat depth; surface 14", opening 10", overall
height 23-29", seat to floor height 16-22", seat to arm
height 7.25". Product weight:8lbs, weight capacity:300lbs.
5 year limited warranty.

Standard Drop-Arm Commode
Designed to help accommodate transfers in restricted or con-
fined areas. Can be used over the toilet with use of optional
splash shield. Easy to operate drop-arm: simply push the lever
to release the arm, or lift the lever to lock in the upright posi-
tion. Adjustable height leg extensions fit a variety of users.
Angled legs for increased stability. Anti-rattle collars eliminate
noise. Non-skid rubber tips for added safety. Armrest for added
comfort with snap-on seat and lid. Gray powder coated 1"
welded steel tubing. Dimensions: overall width 20.25", width
between arms 17.25", inside lower frame 15", overall depth
20.25", seat width; overall 14", inside 8.25", seat depth; over-
all 15", inside 9.25", overall height 28.75-33.25", seat to floor
height 17-21", seat to arm height 8". Product weight:22lbs,
weight capacity:250lbs. 5 year limited warranty.

Replacement Pail with Lid
For use with All-in-One Aluminum (#96504),
I-Class All-in-One (#96310, 96304), Safeguard
(#96104), and Drop-arm commode (#9669).
Treated to resist the growth of mold, mildew,
and bacteria. The pail & lid is used when the
commode is placed at the bedside. 12 Quart
Capacity.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Transfer Bench
INV9670 Ea,Cs2 E0248

w/Built-in Commode
INV9670C Ea,Cs2 E0248

I-Class™ Blow-Molded Transfer Bench
Sturdy, durable one-piece blow molded textured,
non-slip seat with drain holes and includes a soap
dish, hand-held shower holder & shower curtain
opening. The reversible tool-less removable backrest
is ergonomically shaped and accommodates right or
left transfers. Armrail for support while bathing and
transferring in and out of the tub. Non-marring, non-
slip rubber tips, 1" anodized aluminum assembled
frame will not rust. Dimensions: seat to floor height
18-22.5", seat depth 18", seat width 33.25", overall height 31.25-35.75", clearance
14.5-19", overall width 30.5-31", overall depth 16.25-17", height adjustment 9 (1/2"
increments). Product weight:12lbs, weight capacity:400lbs. 3 year limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV9669 Ea E0165

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV6497 Ea, Cs2 E0168

Invacare®

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV96104 Ea, Cs4 E0163

Heavy Duty Commode
Angled legs for increased stability. Anti-rattle collars eliminate
noise. Non-skid rubber tips for added safety. Designed for bed-
side use. Extra wide, clamp-on seat and lid. Removable push
button backrest. Welded steel frame.White. Dimensions: base
width 30", width between arms 21.75", seat width 15.5",
seat depth 17.75", seat opening width 8.25", overall height
25-31", seat to arm height 9", seat height 16.25-22". Product
weight:16lbs, weight capacity:450lbs. 5 year limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV98071 Ea,Cs2 E0247

Available
Product # Misc Info UOMs HCPCS

Pail with Lid
INV6317 Ea,Cs12 N/A

Splash Shield
INV6319 For Use with Commode Pail (#6317) Ea,Cs12 N/A

Available
Product # Packaging UOMs HCPCS
INV98711* Single Pack Ea E0247

Vinyl Padded
INV9871 Cs2 N/A

Padded Vinyl Transfer Bench
Offers stability and comfort to the user with a vinyl padded
seat and arm rail for support while bathing and transferring
in and out of the tub. Durable 1" anodized aluminum frame
will not rust with non-marring, non-slip rubber tips. Nine (9)
height adjustments in 1/2" increments. Reversible backrest
accommodates right or left transfers. Vinyl seat and back are
padded with 1 1/4" open-cell foam. Dimensions: seat to
floor height 17.5-22", seat depth 16", seat width 23", over-
all height 28.5-33", overall width 30.5-31", overall depth
16.25-17". Product weight:13lbs, weight capacity:300lbs.
3 year limited warranty.

drop

ship

Check out our expanded Stockings Section for a wide selection of attractive new styles.
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Folding Shower Chair
Provides a safe seating surface in the bathtub
and can be folded for quick storage or transport.
Contoured plastic seat and backrest. Built-in
holder for optional hand held shower. Durable
1" anodized aluminum frame will not rust. Fixed
height legs. Textured non-slip seat with drain
holes. Dimensions: depth folded 7.25", back

height from seat 12", seat to floor height 17.25", seat depth 17", seat width
19.75", overall width at base 16.75", folded 19.75", overall depth 17.75", over-
all length folded 25.25". Product Weight:6lbs8oz, weight capacity:250lbs. 3 year
limited warranty.

Knurled Grab Bars
Can be mounted vertically, horizontally or diagonally in the
tub or by the commode. Heavy-duty 1" chrome-plated finish
with 3.75" diameter mounting brackets with rubber gaskets
to protect walls. Rust-resistant, heavy-gauge steel construc-
tion. Hardware and mounting instructions are included.
Weight capacity:250lbs. Lifetime limited warranty.
Not ANSI or ADA compliant. Retail packaged.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV9981 Ea,Cs2 E0240

Mobile Shower Chair
Designed for safe transport to and from the shower. Features

include anodized, non-corrosive 1" aluminum tubing
and 5" swivel casters with rear-wheel safety locks.
Once the pail is removed, chair easily rolls over most
toilets. Nylon backrest moves to allow easy access to
an individuals back. Snap on, plastic molded toilet
seat and pail are included. Dimensions: seat to floor
height 21", seat to arm height 8", width between
arms 18", overall height 38", overall width 22.38",
overall length 24". Product weight:11lbs, weight

capacity:250lbs. 3 year limited warranty.

Hand Held Shower
Extra-long 7' hose lets you bathe while seated.
Installs easily on existing 1.5" diameter shower arm.
Convenient wall mounting bracket included. Choose
Standard with fine, firm or pulsating massage sprays
or Deluxe that adds a combination spray and On/Off
pause control that lets you save water
and energy. Lightweight. Retail pack-
aged. 1-year limited warranty.

Molded Tub Bar
Provides two gripping surfaces. The upper gripping
position helps useres enter the tub. The lower grip-
ping position allows users to lower into or rise from a
seated position in the tub. Easy to adjust locking
mechanism. Lightweight, portable and waterproof.
No tools or assembly required, making installation
easy. Non-marring pads protect tub wall. Attractive
white molded bar. Dimensions: overall height 16",
overall length 8". Product Weight:5lbs, weight capac-
ity:250lbs. 3 year limited warranty.

Firmgrip Grab Bars
Can be mounted vertically, horizontally or diagonally in the
tub or by the commode. Soft-Touch Firmgrip style with
white vinyl coating. Sturdy, durable all-steel construction.
Includes 3.75" diameter mounting brackets with rubber
gaskets to protect walls, hardware and instructions. Weight
capacity:250lbs. Lifetime limited warranty. Not
ANSI or ADA compliant. Retail packaged.

Padded Vinyl Shower Chair
Offers stability and comfort with a vinyl seat and back that
are padded with 1 1/4" open-cell foam. Durable 1" anodized
aluminum frame will not rust. Nine (9) height adjustments in

1/2" increments. Non-marring, non-slip rubber tips.
Dimensions: seat to floor height 17.25-22", seat depth
16", seat width 15.25", back height 14.75", overall
width 19.25-19.75", overall depth 16.25-17". Product
weight:9lbs, weight capacity:250lbs. 3 year limited
warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV9872 Ea,Cs2 E0240

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV6358 Ea,Cs2 N/A

Available
Product # Length UOMs HCPCS

Knurled Chrome
INV5123 12" Ea,Cs3 N/A
INV5163 16" Ea,Cs3 N/A
INV5183 18" Ea,Cs3 N/A
INV5243 24" Ea,Cs3 N/A
INV5323 32" Ea,Cs3 N/A

Available
Product # Length UOMs HCPCS
INV3123 12" Ea,Cs3 N/A
INV3163 16" Ea,Cs3 N/A
INV3183 18" Ea,Cs3 N/A
INV3243 24" Ea,Cs3 N/A
INV3323 32" Ea,Cs3 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV7104 Ea,Cs4 N/A

*Special Order Item

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Deluxe Shower
INV8284 Ea,Cs4 N/A

Standard Shower
INV8264 Ea,Cs4 N/A

CareGuard Tool-less Shower Chair with Back
Offers stability and comfort at an economical price, with a
wide seat with handles for transporting. Removable back,
tool-free assembly. Aluminum legs with 1/2" snap button
adjustments.Wide-based crutch tips for increased stabil-
ity. Dimensions: seat surface depth 12.75", seat width
21", seat to floor height 16.13-22", overall base depth
13.75-18.88", overall base width 17.25", back height
from seat 17.25". Product weight:7.38lbs, weight
capacity:315lbs. 3 year limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV962 Ea, Cs2 E0240

See our expanded line of respiratory products for home use!
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Invacare® Shower Chair
Offers stability, comfort, and tool-less assembly in sec-
onds. The all-composite legs have precise twist height
adjustments and large rubber tips for additional stabili-
ty. Deep contoured seats and ergonomic backrests pro-
vide maximum showering comfort. Fits into most stan-
dard tubs. Large contoured seating surface 18x20".
Other dimensions: seat height 15-21", overall base
depth 17.25", overall base width 16.25". Product
weight:11.25lbs, weight capacity:400lbs. 3 year limited
warranty.

Invacare® Raised Toilet Seat
Provides added height and comfort for variety of
users. Comfortable, contoured composite seat is easy
to clean. Elevates existing seat height by 5".
Recommended for use with Toilet Safety Frame
(Model # ISG1392KD). White. Dimensions: width
14.75", depth 15.25". Product weight:3lbs6oz,
weight capacity:250lbs. 3 year limited warranty.

Invacare® Clamp-on Raised Toilet Seat
Attaches easily to most commodes without tools.
Clamp-on locking mechanism tightens easily with one
hand. Comfortable, contoured seat made of easy-to-
clean, durable, molded plastic. Raises existing seat 5.5";
allows internal rotation of hips. Non-skid pads prevent
seat from slipping. Rear seat wings for more secure
attachment. Deep front recess for hygiene. Dimensions:
seat width & depth 17", arm height 7", width between
arms 19.25". Product weight:7lbs, weight
capacity:300lbs. 3 year limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG6854M Ea,Cs4 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Without Back
ISG9780M Ea,Cs2 E0240

With Back
IISG9781M Ea,Cs2 E0240

Invacare® Supply Group
Toilet Safety Frame
Bolts securely to the toilet to provide security and sta-
bility while positioning. 1" anodized aluminum tubing
with skid-resistant rubber tips. Height adjusts in 1"
increments from 27.5-31.5". Width adjusts from 17-
19.5". Specifications: 20.5"W x 17.5"D x 27.5"H.
Weight capacity 300lbs. Lifetime limited warranty.

E-Z Lock™ Raised Toilet Seat
Lightweight, durable, smooth plastic seat has built-in
handgrips for easy handling. Easy-to-use locking
mechanism secures seat to the toilet bowl to prevent
slipping. Adds 5" to toilet seat height for those who
have difficulty bending or sitting. Overall 15.5"W x
17"D x 8.5"H (model without arms) or 20"H (model
with arms). Weight capacity 300lbs. Limited lifetime
warranty.

Elevated Toilet Seat with Undergrips
Raises toilet seat 5.5". Molded polyethylene seat fits
most standard and elongated bowls and is easily
cleaned. Requires no installation. Skid resistant rubber
pads keep the seat in place. Overall dimenstions:
15'Wx16"Dx7"W. Weight capacity 300lbs. Lifetime
limited warranty. Retail packaging.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS

Round
CEXB30700 13.5"W x 17.5"D x 3.5"H Ea,Cs4 N/A

Elongated
CEXB30600 14"W x 19.25"D x 3.5"H Ea,Cs4 N/A

Elevated Toilet Seat
Assists those with bending or sitting difficulties. Fits
under a regular home toilet seat. Works in
conjunction with existing toilet seat and lid for a
non-prosthetic look. Adds 3.5" to the height of the
toilet seat with a 300lbs. weight capacity.

Carex® Health Brands

Available
Product # Packaging UOMs HCPCS
CEXB35800 Retail box Ea,Cs2 N/A
CEXB356CO Brown box Ea,Cs2 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Seat Without Armrests
CEXB312CO Ea N/A

With Padded Armrests
CEXB30300 - (Over-Sized packaging) Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CEXB310OO Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

With Arms
ISG1302RTS Ea,Cs2 N/A

Without Arms
ISG1301RTS Ea,Cs2 N/A

Invacare® Adjustable Toilet Safety Frame
For use over a standard toilet or with a raised toilet
seat. Armrests provide secure hand and balance
support. 1 inch anodized, noncorrosive aluminum
frame. Easy to attach aluminum bracket. Arms fold
back for cleaning and remove easily for transfers,
adjusting from 17.5-20.5" wide. Legs adjust up or
down in height from 25.75-30". Product
weight:2lbs5oz, weight capacity:250lbs. 3 year limited
warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG1392KD Ea,Cs2 N/A

We have a complete selection of room deodorizers and air fresheners.
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Pollenex® 6-Setting Handheld Showerhead 
with Microban® Protection 
Hand held unit comes with 5' tangle free hose and
bracket. 6 settings: Full body spray, jet massage, 
aeration spray, full body/jet massage combo, mist spray,

and pause. Easy-clean anti-clog rubber spray nozzles. Click &
Set® thumb tab setting selector. 2.5 gallons per minute (GPM) water

flow. Meets ANSI standard A112.18.1. Limited 5-year warranty.

Pollenex® Teakwood and Matte Aluminum Spa Bench 
Matte aluminum handles, non-slip rubber footpads,

adjustable skid-proof feet add up to 5 extra
inches in height. 250lb weight capacity. Seat is

16"D x 19" W x 12-17" H. Limited 1 year warranty. 

74

Deluxe Composite Commode
Ergonomically shaped for comfort, this commode
comes with the patented easy-to-use Exact Level™
system. With a seat cover and removable back for
more versatility, this commode can be easily
converted from a bedside commode to a toilet frame
or raised toilet seat. Splash guard and commode
bucket with lid are included. Easy to clean and 
is non-corrosive. Seat height adjustment from 
18-23". Width between arms 20.75". Specifications:
25"Wx20"Dx27.5"H. Weight capacity 300lbs.
Lifetime limited warranty.

Available
Product # Style Dimensions UOMs HCPCS
CEXB670OO W/O back 21"W x 18"D x 17.75" H Ea,Cs3 N/A
CEXB671OO With back 21"W x 18" D x 29.875"H Ea,Cs3 N/A

Universal Bath Bench
Innovative design provides comfortable seating with
weight capacity up to 400 lbs. Easily assembles with no
tools, fits into virtually every tub or shower - whether at
home or away. Smooth edge notch provides convenient
placement for a hand-held shower. Seat adjustment
16-21". Available in white. Lifetime limited warranty. 

Round Shower Stool
Ideal for narrow tubs and places where a regular chair
will not fit. Equipped with slip-resistant rubber tips to
grip the tub floor. Adjustable aluminum legs help
provide a stable base. Height adjustment in 1"
increments from 15.5-20.5". Specifications:
13"Wx13"Dx15.5"H. Weight capacity 250lbs.
Lifetime limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CEXB60011 Ea,Cs2 N/A

Portable Bath Bench
Convenient one piece bath bench has a
comfortable contoured seating area. Portable for
easy storage and travel. Easily adjustable in width,
fits standard bathtubs 19-28" wide. Rubber stops
help protect tub from scratches. Built-in soap dish
with drain holes. Specifications: 31"W x 14.75" D x
1.63"H. Weight capacity 300lbs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CEXB170C0 Ea E0248

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CEXB36201 Ea E0163 Conair Corporation

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CEXB21786 Ea,Cs6 N/A

Universal Transfer Bench
Comfortable backrest and compact size combined with
heavy weight capacity. No metal parts to rust or corrode

and disassembles easily for travel. Adjustable
height from 18-23". Specifications: 29.75"W x
19"D x 33"H. Products weight:14.25lbs,
weight capacity:400lbs. Lifetime limited
warranty.

Pollenex® Roll-Up Teak Shower Mat 
This flexible shower mat with solid 

teak squares provides a convenient,
sophisticated and all-natural option 
to standard bath mats. Naturally 
water and fungi/mold/mildew resistant
for a cleaner bathroom environment.
Provides a comfortable, safe, nonslip
surface to stand on during and after

bathing or showering. Unique hand-stitched design allows mat to be easily rolled 
up for storage. Vented design allows air and water to flow through. Mat 
dimensions:27.5" L X 19.5" W. Limited 1-year warranty. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CNRDPSHMATR Ea,Cs4 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CNRPTB1 - Spa Bench Ea N/A
CNRSBB8 - Corner Bench Ea,Cs2 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CNRPO6200MB2PK Ea N/A

Pollenex® Teak Corner Spa Bench
Sturdy, water-resistant construction with a solid
teak seat, matte aluminum legs. Adjustable, 
skid-proof feet add up to 5" height. Seat dimen-
sions:21" x 15". Weight capacity: 250lbs. Limited
1-year warranty. 

Do you have patients who suffer from pain?  Help them live more comfortably. See our Pain Management Section.
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P.T.Rail™ Hinged 
Unique design reduces wrist strain commonly asso-
ciated when using just a lower rail. Top and bottom
rails are offset. Smooth, fluid feel hinge holds its
position and will not inadvertantly fall. Folds up 
for convenient storage, yet pulls down in an 
instant, when needed. Rail length 28", total 32"
from wall. 1.5" diameter. Wall plate 5.5 x 9". Holds
up to 400lbs. White. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HCPPTWR28R* Right Ea N/A
HCPPTWR28L Left Ea N/A
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Healthcraft Products

Hermell

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HRMBU2004 Ea N/A

Long Reach Comfort Wipe
Extends your reach 15.25" for better
cleansing. Ergonomic shape helps those with
limited dexterity. Soft flexible head grips toilet
paper, tissue or pre-moistened wipes securely.
Contains a unique release button for fast,
sanitary disposal. Size: 15.75" x 2" x 1.25". 

Hinged Elevated Toilet Seat
Unique hinged seat. Use

standard toilet seat and lid. Features a seat riser
made of two parts which are hinged together,
allowing the ring to be lifted in the same
manner as your standard toilet seat. Installed
using a standard toilet seat and cover and does
not appreciably change the appearance of the
toilet. It elevates the seating position by 3¨ (7.6
cm) for easy sitting and rising. The hinged
feature makes cleaning as easy as 1-2-3.
Hardware kit included.

Corner Shower Seat 
Minimal space required,

maximum comfort guaranteed. Conveniently
fits into the corner of a shower stall and
provides a safe, comfortable seat for people
who have difficulty standing for long periods of
time. A built-in compartment in the front can be
used to hold soap and a wash cloth. Easy to
maintain and keep clean. Durable and rust
proof. Seat:17x17x23". Other dimensions: back
height 6.75", height from floor 16.25", base
24". Weighs approximately 15lbs, weight
capacity 300lbs.

Platinum Collection
Bath Seats

Anodized aluminum frame
is lightweight, durable and
rust-resistant. Seat height is
adjustable in 1" increments.
Available with or without
backrest in Steel Blue,
Chocolate, and Olive Green.
Tool Free design. 350 lb
weight capacity. Lifetime
limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HRMBU3004 Ea N/A

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
MDK725711000 Standard Ea N/A
MDK725711005 Elongated Ea N/A

Available
Product # Style Color UOMs HCPCS
LUM7921RB* w/back Steel Blue Cs3 E0245
LUM7921RC* w/back Chocolate Cs3 E0245
LUM7921RG* w/back Olive Green Cs3 E0245
LUM7931RB* w/o back Steel Blue Cs4 E0245
LUM7931RC* w/o back Chocolate Cs4 E0245
LUM7931RG* w/o back Olive Green Cs4 E0245

Atlantis Showerboard
Supportive and comfortable, designed with
adjustable sliders underneath, fits the
curvature of most baths and remains stable
and safe in use. Cut out allows easy access for
personal hygiene while seated reducing risk of
slips and falls. Locates securely at the end of
the bath to maximize legroom and space to move around. Can be supported on
three sides for extra stability. Designed to drain excess water back into the bath.
Lightweight with large handholds, easy to move and store. User-friendly rounded
edges and gentle curves designed to reduce risk of tipping forward however far
to the front the user sits. Size: 19 x 6.5 x 27. 1yr warranty for manufacture defects. 
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Lumex®

Maddack Inc.

Easyfold Portable Safety Frame 
This product is cleverly designed with folding foot paddles
that sit flush to the floor so that the weight of the user
standing on them holds the frame firmly in place. The
Easyfold folds in on itself easily making it fully portable, 
has height adjusting mechanism that make 
it suitable for all types of toilets and
environments, has arm rests designed to aid
the user to sit and stand with greater ease and
comfort, and available at a cost savings over
traditional toilet frames that need to be fixed
to the floor. Size: 25 x 5.5 x 24. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HRMBU2006 Ea N/A

*Special Order Item

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
MDK72712000 Corner Ea N/A

Chocolate

Blue

Green

Regular blood testing helps keep diabetes in control. See the Diabetic section for the widest array of products.
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Deluxe All-In-One Commode
Fully assembled. 1” grey powder coated steel.
Snap on seat and lid. Three versatile functions.
Includes bucket, lid, and splash guard.
Adjustable 16-22” seat to floor height. Seat
14”x16”. Width Between Arms 19”. Overall
Width 25”. Weight Capacity 300lbs. Lifetime 
limited warranty.

Sani Bag+™ Commode Liner
Never clean a commode again. Sanitary way to
dispose of commode waste. Liner fits any standard
sized commode pail. Contains a gelling agent, odor
neutralizer and decaying catalyst.  Each liner is
good for 3 to 5 uses. To dispose, remove the used
liner, close and seal with attached tape, and toss in
trash. Biodegradable and landfill approved.

Rotating Round 
Shower Stool

Swivel seat rotates 360 degrees in both
directions providing freedom of movement
within the shower. Conveniently sized to fit
into small spaces. Non-slip feet hold it securely
in place. Easy to assemble; no tools required.
Height adjustable legs 16-21". Seat diameter
16". Supports up to 300lbs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MTS65010 Pk10 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MDK727152100 Ea N/A

Mobility Transfer Systems

Probasics™ By PMI

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG412GPC Cs4 E0163

Drop Arm Commode
Grey powder coated 1” steel. EZ Release drop arm
allows for safe side transfer. Removable back rest. Soft
hypolon armrests. Snap-on seat with lid. Bucket with
lid and splash guard. Tool-free assembly. Adjustable
height from 17-22” seat to floor. Seat:14x16”, width
between arms 18.5”, overall width 24”. Weight
capacity 300lbs. 2 year limited warranty.

Bath Bench
1” Anodized aluminum frame. Legs angle
outward to resist tipping. Blow molded
plastic seat and back w/drainage holes &
built-in handles. Available with or without
back. Adjustable height 14-19”, leg span
17x17”. Weight capacity 300lbs. 2 year
limited warranty.

Bath Bench with Back & Arms
Removable padded armrests provide comfort
and added security. Blow molded bench and
back provide comfort and strength. Drainage
holes in bench reduce slipping. Aluminum
frame is lightweight, durable and corrosion
proof. Tool free assembly. Legs are height
adjustable 15-20",  seat width 16", seat
depth 13", width between arms 19", foot-
print 17x14.5". Product Weight:7.7lbs,
weight capacity 300lbs. 

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
ISG102TFX* With Back Cs4 E0240
ISG202AS* Without Back Cs4 E0240

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PMI302* Cs4 E0240

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
IISG413 Ea E0165
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*Special Order Item

Padded Transfer Bench with Suction Feet
Tool free assembly. Soft cushioned seat and
back. Lightweight aluminum frame. Large 
suction cup feet. Adjustable from 18-23” floor
to seat height, seat 24”W X 16”D, width
between legs 16.5”D outside legs, length
between legs 27.5”W outside legs. Weight
capacity:300lbs. 2 year limited warranty.

Blow Molded Transfer Bench
Tool free assembly. Anodized 1” aluminum
frame. 3 Panel blow molded seat and back
rest. Large suction cup feet. Adjustable from
18-23” floor to seat height, seat 27”W X
16”D, width between legs 16.5”D outside
legs, length between legs 29.5”W outside
legs. Weight capacity 300lbs. 2 year limited
warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG415 Cs2 E0247

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG417 Cs2 E0247

Encourage patients to exercise and monitor their fitness regularly.
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Safe-er-Grip Swivel Suction Tub Bar
Multi positional “swivel” feature

offers a wide range of positioning options to help the
user enter and leave a wet tub or shower safely and with
confidence. Flip-up easy release tabs for easy installa-
tion and removal. Must be applied to a solid surface,
will not adhere over grout lines.

Safe-er-Grip Suction Shower
Holder

Hand held shower holder allows you to position
the shower head to any height desired, features
flip-up easy release tab.

Durable Medical Equipment & ADL’s
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Chrome Knurled Grab Bars
Durable 1” heavy-gauge steel with 2.5" diameter frames. Diamond
Knurled finish provides secure hand gripping surface. Stainless steel
hardware included. Mounts vertically or horizontally, 1.5” 
distance from the wall. Limited lifetime warranty.

Bath Safety Treads
These treads provide a secure non-slip
surface in the bath tub, reducing the
potential for slips or falls. Install easily in
seconds with a self adhering back. 8 treads
per pack, waterproof surface. 

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
ISG5017 12" Ea N/A
ISG6017 16" Ea N/A
ISG7017 18" Ea N/A
ISG8017 24" Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISGHH008 Ea N/A

Extra Large Bubble Bath Mat
Comfort meets safety with the Bubble
Bath Mat. This soft, cushioned bath mat
uses 275 suction cups to hold securely to your bathtub floor, preventing shifting
and sliding. The textured top provides a safe grip for your feet, so you don't slip.
41" x 15.75", with Microban® protection that inhibits the growth of odor and
stain causing bacteria, mold, and mildew.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG10440 Ea,Cs12 N/A

Quest Products Inc.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
QUE70456 Ea,Cs10 N/A

Safe-er-Grip Suction Tub Bar
Allows the user to enter a wet and

slippery tub or shower safely and with confidence. Flip-
up easy release tabs for easy installation and removal.
Must be applied to a solid surface, will not adhere over
grout lines.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
QUE40524 12" L Ea,Cs24 N/A
QUE10255 16.5" L Ea,Cs18 N/A
QUE10318 24" L Ea,Cs12 N/A

Practice food safety.
Wash your hands before you eat, cook and store
foods properly, and use special care when handling
raw meat, fish, poultry, and eggs.

Safe-er-Grip SuctionTubRail  
Balance assist for the bath tub.

Flip-up easy release tabs for easy installation and
removal. 12.5"Hx14"L.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
QUE42676 Ea,Cs6 N/A

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
QUE20848 26" L Ea,Cs9 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
UPTCA200 Ea E0171

Uplift Commode Assist
A self-powered, lifting seat commode that helps
users gently seat and raise themselves. Provides
safe, controlled support and lifts up to 70% of a
user's weight up to 300lbs. Can be used stand
alone or over the toilet. For safety, automatically
locks into position when fully depressed. Bucket
slides out for easy cleaning. Includes splashguard and
cover. Easy-to-clean snap on seat. Seat height adjusts
from 17-23". White powder-coated steel frame. 

Uplift Technologies

Managing pressure is taken to a new level with new cushions, mattresses and overlays!
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Economy Rollator
Easy-to-operate, ergonomic hand brakes lock the rear
wheels for security. Flip-up padded seat. Lightweight
aluminum frame. Removable foam-padded curved
backrest enhances comfort. Basket standard. Folds
easily with basket attached. Dimensions: height
adjustment 32.68-37.32", fits users approx. 5'5"-
6'2", overall depth 28.28", overall width 24.25",
seat depth 12.50", seat width 13.75", seat to floor
height 23.23", wheels 7.5", width inside hand
grips 16-18", width inside base legs 19.25",
depth folded 22". Product weight 19lbs, weight
capacity:300lbs. 5 year limited warranty on brakes, 1 year
limited warranty on components, none on tires/wheels.

Four-Wheel Rollator with Hand Brakes - No Backrest
Easy-to-operate, ergonomic hand brakes lock the
rear wheels for security. Sturdy seat. Folds
easily with basket attached. Basket and tray
standard. Dimensions: overall depth 27",
overall width 23.75", seat depth 6.38",
seat width 15.25", seat to floor height
24", wheels 7.5", width inside hand
grips 16.5", height adjustment 28-
38.5", fits users approximately
5'3"-6'5". Weight capacity:285lbs. 5 year
limited warranty on brakes, 1 year limited
warranty on components.

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
INV65650 Blue Ea E0143, E0156
INV65650R Red Ea E0143, E0156

Walker Basket
Fits securely under the seat to secure valuable
items. 10 pound recommended capacity. Fits
Rollite™ Rollator and WalkLite™ Walkers,
Models 65100's, 6300's and 68100. Easy to
install, easy to remove. 1 year limited warranty.

Rollators

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
INV65550* Teal-Blue Ea E0143, E0156

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV65110 Ea N/A

Invacare® 

WalkLite™ Walker
Features a comfortable flip-up seat and built-in carrying handle, durable front 5"
fixed wheels, rear spring-loaded SureGlide brakes, a
lightweight aluminum frame with flexible backrest
and ergonomic dual-paddle folding mechanisms.
Dimensions: width inside hand grips 18", width
inside base legs 20", depth folded 7", depth
opened at base 23", seat depth 9.5", seat width
17". Product weight:11lbs, weight capacity: 300lbs.
5 year limited warranty. Uses Rollite accessories.

*Special Order Item
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ship

drop

ship

3-Wheeled Rollator
A self-powered, lifting seat commode that helps 
users gently seat and raise themselves. Provides
safe, controlled support and lifts up to 70% of a
user's weight up to 300lbs. Can be used stand
alone or over the toilet. For safety, automatically
locks into position when fully depressed. Bucket
slides out for easy cleaning. Includes splashguard and
cover. Easy-to-clean snap on seat. Seat height adjusts
from 17-23". White powder-coated steel frame. 

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
INV65510 Red Ea N/A

*Special Order Item

Knee Walker
A perfect substitution for crutches. Features easy-to-operate
ergonomic hand brakes, comfortable knee pad, and easily folds
for storage or transport. Great maneuverability with 5" front
swivel wheels and height adjustability for a custom fit.
Basket is standard. Thick 3" knee pad for support and
comfort, replacement #1151504. Dimensions: height
adjustment 31-39", patient height 5'-6'3", overall
depth 29", overall width 18", seat depth 15", seat
width 7". Product weight:16.5lbs, weight
capacity:300lbs. 1 year limited warranty.

Available
UOMs HCPCS

INV65960 Ea N/A

drop

ship

Strive for a healthy weight
If you're overweight, go for modest weight loss (up
to 2 pounds weekly) with a doctor's supervision. 

Seat to Height Available
Product # Floor Height Adjusts Fits Users UOMs HCPCS

Adult
INV6300ATA* 19 - 25.75" 32 - 39" 5'5" - 6'5" Ea E0143, E0156

Junior
INV6300JRA*16.625 - 23.625"29.25 - 36.50" 4'11" - 6'0" Ea E0143, E0156

Bathroom safety products help reduce the likelihood of a bathroom fall.
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Colors!

Invacare® Soft Seat  Aluminum Rollator with Round Back
Soft cushioned seat aluminum rollator has curved

backrest and push-to-lock loop & lock brakes.
Lightweight frame folds with ease. Includes soft black
pouch. 4 piece detachable 7.5" casters. Dimensions:
seat width 17", seat height 21.5", height adjustment
32.7-37". Product weighs 16lbs, weight capacity
225lbs. 1-year warranty on frame defects.

Rollite™ Rollator with 5" Wheels
With its innovative lightweight design, the Rollite
offers a flip-up seat with a built-in handle, flexible
backrest, ergonomic dual paddle folding
mechanism and hand brakes. 5" solid wheels.
Dimensions: depth folded 7", overall depth open
24", overall width 27", seat width 17", width
inside base legs 22", width inside hand grips
18.25", seat depth 9.5". Product weight:13lbs,

weight capacity: 300lbs. 5 year
limited warranty on brakes, 1 year
limited warranty on components,
none on tires/wheels.

Ultra Ride Rollator Walker and
Transport Chair

This all-in-one rollator and transport chair brings
independence to everyday living by allowing 
users to walk, sit and ride. Weighs only 17.5 lbs.

Transitions simply and quickly from a rollator to
a transport chair. Folds easily for transport
and storage. Extra wide 19” seating area.
Deep storage bag to hold personal items
and foot rests. Foot rests fold up and are
removable. Height adjustable. Upscale
champagne color. Locking hand brakes.

Safety belt included. Easy tool free assembly.
Flex packaging with convenient carry handle.

30.5"- 37.5"H x 24.25"W x 42"D. Supports up to 250 lbs.

80

Height Fits Available
Product # Adjusts Users UOMs HCPCS
INV68100* 32-36” 5’-4” - 6’ Ea E0143, E0156
INV68100TA* 35-39” 5’-11”- 6’-6” Ea E0143, E0156

Rollite Blue Adult Rollator with 8" Wheels 
This Rollite offers all the standard features such as
flip-up seat with a built-in handle, flexible
backrest, ergonomic dual paddle folding
mechanism and hand brakes. What sets this apart

is the 8" wheels that improve mobility on tough
terrain. Lightweight aluminium frame with
midnight blue color. Dimensions: overall depth;
open 26", folded 7", overall width 27", seat
width 17", width inside base legs 22", width

inside hand grips 18.25", seat depth 9.5". Product
weight:16.5lbs, weight capacity:300lbs. 5 year limited

warranty on brakes, 1 year limited warranty on components,
none on tires/wheels.

Height Fits Available
Product # Style Adjusts Users UOMs HCPCS
INV65100 Adult Blue 32-36” 5’-4” - 6’ Ea E0143, E0156
INV65100R Adult Red 32-36” 5’-4” - 6’ Ea E0143, E0156
INV65100JR* Junior Blue 29-33” 4’-11” - 5’-7” Ea E0143, E0156
INV65100RJR* Junior Red 29-33” 4’-11” - 5’-7” Ea E0143, E0156

*Special Order Item

INV65100

INV65100RJR
drop

ship

drop

ship

Invacare® Soft Seat Aluminum Rollator 
with Straight Backrest
Soft cushioned seat aluminum rollator has curved
backrest and push-to-lock loop & lock brakes.
Lightweight frame folds with ease. Includes soft
black pouch. 4 piece detachable 7.5" casters.
Dimensions: seat width 17", seat height 21.5",
height adjustment 32.7-37". Product weighs
16lbs, weight capacity 225lbs. 1-year warranty
on frame defects.

Available
Product # Color Fits Users UOMs HCPCS
ISGMT51BL Blue 5’4” to 6’4” Ea E0143, E0156
ISGMT51BLK Black 5’4” to 6’4” Ea E0143, E0156
ISGMT51BUR Burgundy 5’4” to 6’4” Ea E0143, E0156
ISGMT51GRN Green 5’4” to 6’4” Ea E0143, E0156

Available
Product # Color Fits Users UOMs HCPCS
ISGKDBLK Black 5’4” to 6’3” Ea E0143, E0156
ISGKDGRN Green 5’4” to 6’3” Ea E0143, E0156
ISGKDSIL Silver 5’4” to 6’3” Ea E0143, E0156
ISGKDBL Blue 5’4” to 6’3” Ea E0143, E0156

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CEXA22800 Ea E0143, E0156

Probasics™ By PMI

Carex® Health Brands

Deluxe Aluminum Rollator
Durable, lightweight aluminum frame has easy
squeeze, locking loop brakes and a comfortable,
rounded, padded backrest that is easily
removable with a simple push button. 8"
polyurethane wheels easily roll on carpet. Soft
pouch included, sits under the seat. Folds easily
for transport and storage. Dimensions: seat to
floor height 22", seat 13x13", width between
handles 18", height adjusts 32-36". Product
weight:16lbs, weight capacity:300lbs. 3 year
limited warranty.

drop

ship

Available
Product # Color Fits Users UOMs HCPCS
ISG1032BL Blue 5’4” to 6’2” Ea E0143, E0156
ISG1032BUR Burgundy 5’4” to 6’2” Ea E0143, E0156

Invacare® Supply Group

Rollators

Bathroom Safety products help reduce the likelihood of a bathroom fall.
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I-Class™ Dual-Release Lightweight Folding Walker
Ergonomic folding mechanism is easy to reach
from sitting position. Comfortably shaped paddles
”pop up“ when walker is opened. Nylon paddles
resist cracking or shattering. Patented anti-rattle
silencers provide quieter operation. Folds easily to
4" deep for transport or storage. Weight capacity:
300lbs. Limited 5 year warranty.

I-Class™ Dual-release Wheeled Walker
All of the features of the I-Class™ Dual-
Release Walker plus 3" wheel attachments and
glide tips for maximum maneuverability. Folds
to 4.5" deep. Weight capacity: 300lbs. Limited
5 year warranty.

Height Available
Product # Style Adjusts Fits Users UOMs HCPCS
INV62913F Adult 31 - 37" 5’3"- 6'4" Ea,Cs4 E0135
INV6291JR3F Junior 26 - 32" 4'4"- 5'7" Ea,Cs4 E0135

*Special Order Item

Walkers
Blue-Release™ Adult Walker
Stable, lightweight, easy to lift and maneuver. Dual
Blue-Release mechanisms provide both visual and
audible "locked" cues. Anti-rattle "silencers" for quite
operation. Compatible with most Invacare Walker
Accessories (not to be used with Walker Tray or Walker
Basket). Rigid dual side brace design. Wide, deep
frame. Dimensions: depth folded 4", overall depth
16", width inside base legs 21", width inside hand
grips 17". Product weight 5lbs.7oz, weight capacity:
300lbs. 5 year limited warranty.

Hemi Walker
Designed for patients with limited or no dexterity
in one arm or hand, this lightweight walker 
combines support and stability. Easy to lift and
maneuver, even with one hand. Extra handgrip
provides ease in folding. Anodized aluminum 
tubing, no assembly required. Two-level, comfort-
able handgrips provide support for standing from
a seated position. Slip resistant rubber tips.
Dimensions: height adjusts from 29.5-34.5",
depth folded 3". Product weight:2lbs14oz, weight
capacity:250lbs. 5 year limited warranty.

Available
Product # Fit Users UOMs HCPCS
INV6252 5'1" - 5'10" Ea,Cs2 E0135

Height Available
Product # Style Adjusts Fit Users UOMs HCPCS
INV6240A Adult 32 - 39" 5'4"- 6'6" Ea,Cs4 E0135
INV6240JR Junior 25 - 32" 4'4"- 5'7" Ea,Cs4 N/A
INV62405F Adult w/5” wheels 32 - 39" 5'4"- 6'6" Ea,Cs4 N/A
INV6240JR5F Junior w/5” wheels 25 - 32" 4'4"- 5'7" Cs4 N/A

I-Class™ Single-Release Folding Walker 
Features a wide, deep frame with more height
adjustments for enhanced leg room. The single
release button allows the walker to fold or open
easily with the push of one button. Folding mecha-
nisms are easy to reach from a seated position, and
provide visual and audible locked cues. Composite
lower side brace stiffens walker frame and adds
stability. Durable PVC handgrips provide greater
comfort. Dimensions: width inside hand grips 17",
width inside base legs 20.5", overall depth; open
16.5", folded 4.5". Product weight:5lbs14oz,
weight capacity:300lbs. 5 year limited warranty.

Height Available
Product # Adjusts Fit Users UOMs HCPCS
INV6281A 30-3/8 - 37-3/8" 5'3”-6'4" Ea,Cs4 E0135
INV6281JR 25-3/8” - 32-3/8” 4'4"-5'7" Ea,Cs4 E0135

Height Available
Product # Style Adjusts Fits Users UOMs HCPCS
INV62911 Adult, Single 30-3/8” - 37-3/8 " 5'-3" - 6'-4" Ea E0135
INV6291A Adult 30-3/8” - 37-3/8" 5'-3" - 6'-4" Ea,Cs4 E0135
INV6291JR Junior 25-3/8” - 32-3/8" 4'-4" - 5'-7" Ea,Cs4 E0135
INV62915F With 5” wheels 33 - 39" 5'-6" - 6'-6" Ea,Cs4 E0143

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CEXA857CO Ea,Cs2 E0135

Adult Single Button Folding Walker
Large, single-button release can be operated even by
those with limited dexterity. Vinyl handgrips for com-
fort; double crossbrace for added stability. Walker
folds to only 4" for easy storage and portability. Leg
diameter is 1.13". Height adjusts by 1" increments
from 30-37" to accommodate users 5'2"-6'3". Width
from the outside of the handgrips is 19.5".
21"Wx16.75"Dx30"H. Weight capacity:300lbs.

Fixed Wheel Dual Paddle Adult Folding Walker with Glides 
Five inch wheels for smooth, easy movement. Glide
has three points of contact for better stability and
longer wear. Specifications: 24.5"W x 18.5"D x
31.75"H. 

Available
Product # Fit Users UOMs HCPCS
CEXA84790 5'4" - 6'3" Ea,Cs2 E0135

Carex® Health Brands

Invacare® 

We have a full line of Ostomy supplies!
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Lumex®

UpRise Onyx Folding Walker 
Combination folding walker

and rising aid all in one. Secondary handles 
provide stable assistance from a seated to a 
standing position. Single release folding mechanism
designed to aid users with limited hand dexterity.
Can be used as a portable toilet safety frame.
Adjustable, fits a broad range of user heights. 
400 lb weight capacity. Limited lifetime warranty. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
LUM700175CR* Ea E0135

Heavy Duty Deluxe 2 Button Folding Walker
Easy to use red button release allows simple folding
by fingers, palm, or side of hand. Lightweight 1"
anodized aluminum frame construction provides
superior strength. Dual release folding mechanism
allows walker sides to fold independently. Weight
capacity 300 lbs. 

Height Available
Product # Adjusts Fits Users UOMs HCPCS
ISG1050GWY* 25-32” 4'11"-5'10" Cs4 E0135
ISG1050GW 32-39” 5’4” to 6’6” Ea,Cs4 E0135

Sure Lever Release™ Trigger Walker
Lightweight walker with 1” anodized aluminum con-
struction, 5” wheels and glides. Dual lever release
offers individuals easy folding while holding onto
walker. Dimensions: overall width 22", overall depth
19”, width between grips 18”, height adjustable
from 32-39", fits users approx. 5'4"-6'6". Weight
capacity:300lbs. 5 year warranty against manufac-
turer's defects.

Walker Pouch
Forest Green with Blue pocket, has a 5lbs weight
capacity and zippered pockets ideal for storing
valuables. Lightweight, water-repellent, and
mildew & rot-resistant. Easily attaches over front
crossbar with Velcro® closures and stays
attached, even when the walker is folded. Made of
denier nylon, Urethane coated back, Inside and
outside pockets. Does not fit model
no. 6291-HDA, 6240 & 6285 series
walkers. 1 year limited warranty. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV60154 Ea,Cs4 N/A

Walker Accessories

Invacare®

Probasics™ By PMI

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
ISG1085 Classic Silver Ea,Cs4 E0135
PMI1085BL Blue-Black flame finish Ea,Cs4 E0135

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV6007 Ea N/A

Folding Walker Tray
Provides convenient assistance for a vari-
ety of everyday activities. 5lb weight
capacity, ideal for storing valuables while
using Invacare Walkers. Molded details
for cups (3.5" well) and pen holders. Clip-
on brackets for easy attachment, and can
remain attached when walker is folded.
Sloped corners for easy cleaning. 9 x 2.5
x .375". Fits only 6291 walkers (except
6291-HDA) and 6281 Walkers. 1 year lim-
ited warranty. Grey.

Platform Attachment for Walkers
Fits all Invacare® walkers, adult and youth styles.
Installs easily without tools. Thick, vinyl-covered
pad with heavy-duty Velcro® strap securely holds
arm in place on walker.  Flexible foam handle 
grip reduces strain. Weight capacity of 300lbs.  
5 year limited warranty.

Court-Side Glides™
Gives consumers a durable walker glide tip that is
long-lasting, safe, easy to install and provides a
smooth glide experience. Install in seconds on
fixed wheel walkers. Features include a specially
designed housing that allows the ball to be
manually rotated to unworn areas so it lasts
longer, spring-loaded brakes that allow
intermitant braking during ambulation for
additional security, and lock-out clips to lock out
the brakes for pure gliding. The tennis balls pop in
and out for quick and effortless replacement.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV6098 Ea N/A

Walker Basket
Convenient storage space for shopping,
traveling and everyday use. Rust-resistant,
attractive gray vinyl coating wire basket
with snap hooks mounts onto the inside or
outside of most regular and folding walkers.
Offers a 5lbs weight capacity. Fits Invacare
Walkers 6291 Series and 6281 Series, except
6291-HDA. Dimensions:18"Lx6"D x 5.2" W.
1 year limited warranty. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV6290 Pk2,Cs6 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV6027 Ea E0154

A HCPCS code is not a guarantee of coverage or payment.
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Rear Brake Attachments
Operate without interfering with regular walking
motion. Sure Glide™ brakes provide longer 
life. Used with 3" or 5" single fixed wheel 
attachments.  5 year limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

10" Rear Wheel Brakes
INV6264 Pk2 E0159

Swivel Wheels with Glide Tips
In addition to having the benefits of fixed wheel
attachments, swivel wheel mounts allow the
wheels to turn in a complete circle. This makes
the walker easier to maneuver in confined areas
such as elevators, apartments and retail stores.
Swivel Wheel Attachments add 4.25" to the
height of a walker. 5 year limited warranty.

Wheel Available
Product # Diameter UOMs HCPCS
INV6267 5" Pk2 E0155
INV6272 3" Pk4 E0155

Fixed Wheels with Rear Glide Tips
Help users perform daily activities with less effort 
and fewer steps. Wheel rims made of durable, 
easy-to-clean polypropylene; tires made of
thermoplastic rubber for increased durability.
Both wheels and bearings are corrosion-
protected. Weight capacity: 300lbs. Use 13"
extension for maximum adjustability.  5 year
limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

3" Wheels: Roll Freely and Quietly Over Smooth, Clean Surfaces
INV6270 Pk2 E0155

5" Wheels: More Cushioning and Improved Maneuvering Over Uneven Surfaces
INV6271 Pk2 E0155

Available
Product # Size Fits UOMs HCPCS
CEXA836OO 1-1/8" Glide 1" Walker and 1-1/8" Tubing Pk2 N/A

Walker Glide
Designed for use on the rear legs of a wheeled walker.
Helps increase maneuverability of the walker by allowing
rear legs to glide while pushing. Fits 1" to 1 1/8" walker
tubing.

Carex® Health Brands

Handi Hook
Attaches to any walker that has 1" tubing
to hold a bag or purse as the person walks.
Indestructible nylon material. 15lb carry
limit.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MRK40002 Pk2 N/A

The Comfort Company

Walker CarryON™
Lightweight design and deep pockets make this
side-mounted pouch ideal for carry-on conve-
nience. Black.

Homecare Products

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
HPCEZ0030BK 14-.5" x 15" x 2-.5" Ea N/A

Universal Walker Glides
Designed to fit front-wheeled walkers with 1”
to 1-1/8” tubing diameter. Penco Walker
Glides feature a patented, self-fitting
mechanism for easy installation. Made
of durable, high density resin for use on
all walking surfaces. The “ski” design
allows for easy movement over thresholds and slight
elevation changes without snagging or the need to lift the
walker. The self-fitting mechanism and stainless steel tightening bolt keep the
glides safe and secure. Installation instructions included. Manufactured in the USA.

Penco Medical

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PNC3010 Pk2 N/A

Changes that occur with aging can lead
to problems with mobility (ability to move around),
such as unsteadiness while walking, difficulty getting
in and out of a chair, or falls. Muscle weakness, joint
problems, pain, disease, and neurological (brain and
nervous system) difficulties-common conditions in
older people-can all contribute to mobility problems.
Sometimes several mild problems occur at one time
and combine to seriously affect mobility. 

We have a full line of nutritional supplements, enteral feeding pumps and accessories!
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Walkerballs®

Helps increase mobility by allowing walkers with
front wheels to glide effortlessly on most
surfaces. Specially designed hollow balls are 

pre-cut for easy installation on most walker
legs, regardless of the diameter of the leg
tubing. 1 Pair.

5" Universal Wheel Kit
Contains 2 wheels and 2 glide caps. Fits
most popular manufacturers’ walkers.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG9057 Pk2 E0155

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
PNC400001 Gray Pk2,Bx20 N/A
PNC400007 Dark Blue Pk2,Bx20 N/A
PNC400009 Purple Pk2,Bx20 N/A

Quad Cane with Invacare Grip
Can be used with the left or right hand by adjusting the
base. Comes with a locking collar that reduces rattles.
Silver-vein finish. Dimensions: height adjustment 29.25-
38.25", Medium Base footprint 10.25x6", Large Base
footprint 13x7.75". Product weight: Medium Base
1lb13oz, Large Base 2lbs10 oz, weight capacity:250lbs.
3 year limited warranty.

Metro Travel Walker
When unfolded, the metro walker is only 19" wide, making it easy to fit through
tighter spaces for increased maneuverability. Portable - Quickly and easily folds
up for storage in small spaces. 4” urethane wheels & rear Easy-Glide feet allows
for trouble-free maneuvering over all surfaces. Innovative mechanism allows for
easy touch height adjustment: 32-36” for users 4’10”-6’8”. Contemporary Look
- Three stylish colors to choose from: Regal Rose, Artesian Amber, and Black
Walnut. Collapsed Dimension 6”x4”x32”. Product weighs 6.5lbs. Weight
capacity 250lbs. 

Available
Product # Colors UOMs HCPCS
STD4100B* Black Walnut Ea N/A
STD4100R* Regal Rose Ea N/A
STD4100A* Artesian Amber Ea N/A

drop

ship

Standers Inc.

Canes

Fits Cane Available
Product # Diameter UOMs HCPCS
INV408504 1" Pk2,Cs4 A4637
INV408524 3/4" Pk2,Cs4 A4637
INV408534 5/8" Pk2,Cs4 A4637

Cane Tips
Fit most canes with corresponding diameter.
Grip the surface and absorb the shock from
using a cane. Each pair is in a retail 
package. Grey. 

Quad Cane Tips
Reinforced with metal inserts
for longevity. Black.

Standard Cane with Grip
Crook style cane. Black. Height adjustment 30-39"
to fit users 4'6"-6'6" tall. Product weighs 15oz,
weight capacity 250lbs. Limited lifetime warranty. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV8916 Ea,Cs6 E0100

Available
Product # Style Size UOMs HCPCS
INV1049992 Large Base 5/8" Diameter Ea A4637
INV1049993 Small/Medium Base 1/2" Diameter Ea A4637

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
INV7827 Large base Ea,Cs2 E0105
INV39202 Medium base Ea,Cs2 E0105

Invacare®

*Special Order Item

Walker Accessories / Canes

Please call us if your patient would like to sample Invacare® brand Incontinence care products!
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How can you
avoid having a
stroke?
• If your blood pressure 
is high, follow your 
doctor's advice to 
control it. 

• Avoid foods that are 
high in fat and choles-
terol, and eat less 
sodium (salt), to lower
your cholesterol and
blood pressure. 

• If you have diabetes,
keep your blood sugar level under control. 
• Limit how much alcohol you drink. 
• Quit smoking. If you don't smoke, don't start. 

From Familydoctor.org

Durable Medical Equipment & ADL’s
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Quad Canes
Handle assemblies may be rotated for left- or
right-hand use. Stable chrome-plated steel
base. Offset handle with orthopedic handgrip
provides better fit and added comfort. Height
adjusts in 1" increments from 31-36"H. Fits
users 4'6"- 6'2". Weight capacity:250 lbs. 

Replacement Tip Small: INV1049993
Replacement Tip Large: INV1049992

Available
Product # Size Base UOMs HCPCS
ISG10110A Small 5" x 7" Ea,Cs2 E0105
ISG10111A Large 7" x 11" Ea,Cs2 E0105

Invacare® Supply Group

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
ISG2057 Silver Ea E0100
ISG2057B Black Ea E0100
ISG2057BRZ Bronze Ea E0100

Offset Handle Cane with Strap
Features an anodized aluminum finish with a soft
cushioned hand grip. Adjustable height from 31" to
40" in 1 " increments. Fits users 4'6"- 6'6". Use
3/4" replacement tips. Weight capacity 250 lbs. 

Adjustable Ladies Cane With Handle
Designed for narrow grip. Height adjusts in 
1" increments from 29" to 38". Fits users 4'5"-
6'5". Uses 5/8" replacement tips. Weight 
capacity 250 lbs. 

Carex® Health Brands

Adjustable Men’s Aluminum Cane with Round Handle
Height adjusts in 1" increments from 29"- 38",
fits users 4'5"- 6'5". Uses 3/4" replacement tips.
Weight capacity 250 lbs.

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
CEXA761OO Ladies with narrow grip Ea,Cs6 E0100

Adjustable Aluminum Cane w/Offset Handle
Features cushioned grip and wrist strap.
Height adjusts from 29"- 38", fits users
4'4"- 6'4". Uses 3/4" replacement tips.
Weight capacity 250 lbs. Bronze finish. 

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
CEXA728OO Bronze Finish Ea,Cs6 E0100

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
LAC01630A Fits Cane Diameter 3/4" Ea N/A

Able™ TRIPOD Cane Base
Revolutionary new cane base allows almost any cane to become 
self-standing on a variety of flat surfaces. Features a flexible
traction design that cushions the impact of everyday
cane use through hands, wrists and elbows.
Lightweight and easy to use—especially on
stairs. Provides an alternative to using
a quad cane.

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
CEXA756OO Men’s Ea,Cs6 E0100

L.A. Care Industries

Help prevent skin breakdown with pressure relieving products. See our Skin Care and Durable Medical Equipment Sections.
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Mountain Properties
(A division of Alex Orthopedic)

How to Fit a Cane
1. Put on the usual walking shoes. 

2. Stand naturally upright as possible.

3. Let the arms fall to the sides naturally with a 
normal relaxed bend at the elbow. 

4. Using a tape measure or yard stick, have some
one else measure the distance from the wrist   
joint (bottom crease at the wrist) down to the 
floor. Round up to the nearest half inch.

Ortho-Ease® Adjustable Bronze Offset Cane
Ortho-Ease® Grip offset handle places the user’s
weight directly over the base for maximum 
balance and control. Grip angle is designed to adjust
to comfortably fit the user’s hand and wrist angle to
minimize stress on the joints. Ideal for arthritics and
for those needing a wider grip for greater support.
Comes complete with convenient wrist strap. 250 lb
maximum weight capacity. Limited lifetime warranty.

Available
Product # Height UOMs HCPCS
LUM6327 Standard Length (31" - 39") Ea,Cs6 E0100
LUM6328 Extra Long (34" - 42") Ea,Cs6 E0100

Carbon Cane 3D Grey
Genuine carbon fiber cane,

extremely strong and ultra light weight. Stylish
triple wound pattern with 3D effect. Softer
handle for a more comfortable grip with car-
bon fiber material that allows cane not to fluc-
tuate in temperature as to ordinary aluminum
canes, pleasant to the touch. Adjustable.
Weight capacity 300 lbs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MDAWS7207DS Ea,Cs6 E0100

Lumex®

Med-Aide

Available
Product # Description UOMs HCPCS

Tourist Canes
MNT03001 Tourist Walnut Stain Ea E0100
MNT03003 Tourist Rosewood Stain Ea E0100
MNT03004 Tourist Natural Stain Ea E0100
MNT03021 Spiral Tourist Cane Walnut Stain Ea E0100
MNT03023 Spiral Tourist Cane  Rosewood Stain Ea E0100
MNT03024* Spiral Tourist Cane, Natural Stain Ea E0100

Fritz Handle Canes
MNT05010 Fritz Handle Mens, Brown Stain w/collar Ea E0100
MNT05015 Fritz Handle Mens, Black w/collar Ea E0100
MNT06010 Fritz Handle Ladies, Brown Stain, Beechwood Ea E0100
MNT06015 Fritz Handle Ladies, Black Stain, Beechwood Ea E0100

Derby Handle Canes
MNT05019 Men's Derby Handle Rosewood Ea E0100
MNT50122 Men's Derby Handle Natural Ea E0100

Palm Grip Canes
MNT36012 Palm Grip Left Ea E0100
MNT36013 Palm Grip Left Ea E0100 
MNT40366* Palm Grip Left Marbleized Ea E0100
MNT40367* Palm Grip Right Marbleized Ea E0100

Wood Canes
Height approximately 36 - 37”.  Must be measured for fit.  Weight capacity 250 lbs.  

*Special Order Item

Offset Handle Aluminium Canes
Features hypalon grip, safety locking silencer, and wrist strap. Push button height
adjustment in 1” increments from 31" to 40". Easily replaceable 18mm tips. Weight
capacity 250 lbs.

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
MNT10910 Celestial Ea E0100
MNT10911 Canterbury Ea E0100
MNT10912 Summer Garden Ea E0100
MNT10922 Leopard Ea E0100
MNT10930 Bingo Ea E0100
MNT10931 Casino Ea E0100
MNT21031 Black Ea E0100
MNT21032 Bronze Ea E0100
MNT21033 Silver Ea E0100
MNT21005 Paisley Ea E0100
MNT21006 Compass Rose Ea E0100
MNT21007 Butterfly Ea E0100
MNT21161 Red Hat Ea E0100
MNT21162 Cats Ea E0100
MNT21163 Blue Peacock Ea E0100
MNT21164 Camouflage Ea E0100
MNT21165* Paisley Ea E0100
MNT21166* Flower Garden Ea E0100
MNT21167* Abstract Ea E0100

Bathroom Safety products help reduce the likelihood of a bathroom fall.
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Folding Travel Canes
Lightweight, aluminum travel folding canes feature solid wood fritz
handles and a double cord system. Slimlines have a derby style
handle sized for a women's smaller hand. They are adjustable
from 33-37" in 1” increments and fold into a compact 11"
x 5" plastic carry case (included). Weight capacity 250 lbs;
Slimlines have a 175 lb weight capacity..

Available
Product # Description UOMs HCPCS
MNT10501 Travel Cane Black Ea E0100
MNT10503 Travel Cane Bronze Ea E0100
MNT10505 Travel Cane Mauve Floral Ea E0100
MNT10506 Travel Cane Paisley Ea E0100
MNT10510 Travel Cane Butterfly Ea E0100
MNT10511* Slimline  Travel Cane Canterbury Ea E0100
MNT10512 Slimline Folding Travel Cane Sum Garden Ea E0100
MNT10531* Travel Cane Casino Ea E0100
MNT10532* Slimline Folding Travel Cane Celestial Ea E0100
MNT11061 Travel Cane Red Hat Ea E0100
MNT11063 Travel Cane Blue Peacock Ea E0100
MNT11068 Travel Cane Red Marble Ea E0100

Clear Lucite Cane
Transparent lucite design. 7/8" diameter. Weight capacity
250 lbs. Height:36-36.5". Replacement rubber tip:18mm.
Fritz, Derby, and Contour handles.

Tri-Seat Adjustable Seat Cane
Conveniently folds up for use as a cane or lightweight,
portable seat. With an attractive matte bronze finish, the 
Tri-Seat features a foam grip handle, comfortable formed seat
and is fully adjustable. Seat dimensions: 8 X10". Seat height:18-
21". Walking height:34-38". Product Weight:2lbs. Weight capaci-
ty:250lbs. *Designed for straddle seating only & requires legs to
all be same height for proper use.* 

Strongarm Mobility 
Forearm Cane

Lightweight, height adjustable mobility device
that provides greater support, stability, and safety
as compared to other forearm crutches. Uniquely
combines a hand grip and bracing element in a
handle that shifts loads from wrists to forearms,
providing better support than a conventional cane.
The bracing action of the cradle fully stabilizes the
wrist, making the StrongArm feel like a solid
extension of the arm. Cushioned surfaces and the
“hook-like” Cradle make it easy to prop the device
against a wall, or hang it from chair, tables or railing.
Combines a handgrip centered over the floor tip and a wrist-stabilizing forearm
brace in a simple, one-piece, ergonomically smart shape. Hexagonal Floor Tip
with angled sides that flatten under pressure for improved traction and stability.

Portable Folding Seat Cane
A sturdy, lightweight seat, that can also
be used as a cane. It features foam grip
handles, an attractive matte bronze fin-
ish and a comfortable fabric seat. Seat
height: 21". Walking height: 34".
Weight: 2 lbs. Weight capacity: 250 lbs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MNT82102 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MNT82002 Ea E0100

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
STRSAM40014 Ea E0100

*Special Order Item

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
MNT12251 Contour handle - left Ea E0100
MNT12252 Contour handle - Right Ea E0100
MNT12254 Fritz handle Ea E0100
MNT12255 Derby handle Ea E0100

Cane Accessories

Available
Product # Description UOMs HCPCS
MNT04001 Cane Wrist Strap Ea N/A
MNT04002 Cane Ice Grip Ea N/A
MNT04003 Cane Holder Ea N/A

Forearm Crutches
Easy to adjust and provides comfortable sup-
port. Comes with padded arm cuffs and lock-
ing collars that reduce rattles. Vinyl-coated
half-inch aluminum cuffs. Cushioned vinyl
handgrips. Extra-large grey tips. Dimensions:
patient height:5'-6' 2", height adjustment
28-37", top of cuff 9.5-11". Product
weight:4lbs8oz, weight capacity:300lbs. 
3 year limited warranty

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV6153 Pk2,Cs6 E0110
INV6135 2" replacement tips    Pk2     A4637  

Crutches

Invacare®

StrongArm Mobility

Hundreds of New Items have been added to our line – check them out!
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Quick-Change Crutch
Easy to adjust and provide comfortable
support. Push-button height adjustment. Full
range of sizes to ensure perfect fit: junior, adult
and tall. Patient height guide on crutch for
easy, accurate adjustment. Lightweight
anodized aluminum. Solid one-piece crutch
frame. Contoured non-rotating handgrips.
Weight capacity 350lbs. 3 year limited
warranty. 

Height Available
Product # Style Fits Users Adjusts UOMs HCPCS
INV8115A Adult 5'1"-5'8" 43-50” Pk2,Cs8 E0114
INV8115J Junior 4'6"-5'2" 36-44" Pk2,Cs8 E0114
INV8115T Tall 5'9"-6'5" 51-59" Pk2,Cs8 E0114

Crutch Tips
For 8115 and 8120 series crutches use #6134. 
For INV6153 and 8130 series crutches use #6135.
Gray.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
INV6134 Large 1-3/4" O.D. base Pk2 A4637
INV6135 X-Large 2" O.D. base Pk2 A4637

*Special Order Item

Joshdame & LDI Solutions.com

Wooden Crutches
Wooden Crutches complete with arm cushions,
handgrips and regular crutch tips installed. Go

Green --- Choose Wooden Crutches. Environmental
Benefits of Wood vs. Aluminum: Wood is a naturally

recyclable and biodegradable material. You can return
used wooden crutches to LDI for recycling. Wood is a
100% renewable resource. LDI donates a portion of the 
proceeds from our sales to replanting trees. Suggested
weight limit for wooden crutches is 275lbs.

I Walk Free® HandsFree Crutch  
Hands free mobility crutch substitute. Those
suffering lower leg, foot and ankle injuries can
resume their normal daily routines during
rehabilitation. FDA and CE certified, iWALKFREE
will give your patient the freedom of movement
that can’t be matched by crutches or knee
scooters. Easy, tool free assembly. Adjustment
accommodates users from 4’6”-6’6”. Can be put
on and taken off in seconds, and fits both left or
right legs. Typically used for (but not limited to)

sprained foot or ankle, foot or
ankle fractures, Achilles tendon
rupture, any lower extremity
trauma, amputation or diabetic
foot ulcer, permanent prosthetic
gateway, swim and shower
device. Weight capacity 300lbs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CDL82000 Ea E0118

Canada Leg, Inc.

Available
Product # Fits Users UOMs HCPCS
LDICR125CHILD 3'4" - 4'3" Pk2 E0112
LDICR124YOUTH 4'3" - 4'10" Pk2 E0112
LDICR123MEDIUM 4'10" - 5'8" Pk2 E0112
LDICR122ADULT 5'5" - 6'8" Pk2 E0112
LDICR121XLONG 6'2" - 7'4" Pk2 E0112

Sheepskin Crutch Cover
100% genuine medical sheepskin crutch accessory
kit is designed to provide optimum comfort.
Covers both the underarm and hand grip portions

of standard crutches. Lengths: underarm 9.5" long,
handgrips 4.5 x 6". Both have Velcro® closures. 

Sheepskin Ranch

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
SHP114 Pk2 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Hand Grip
SWTCRPD31 Pk2 A4636

Underarm Crutch Pad
SWTCRPD30 Pk2 A4635

Crutch-Mate™ Crutch Arm and
Hand Grip Pads
Unique crutch pads made from a
high glycerine gel designed to
prevent hard spots. Pads will help 
prevent friction, reduce chance of
skin breakdown and provide long 
lasting comfort. Will not disintegrate.
Waterproof.

Southwest Technologies

Regular blood testing helps keep diabetes in control. See the Diabetic section for the widest array of products.
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*Special Order Item

Invacare® Aluminum Lightweight Transport Chair
Black flame retardant and bacteria resistant
nylon black upholstery. Red painted
lightweight 19" aluminum frame. Permanent
full padded arms. Swingaway footrests 
with composite footplates. Seat positioning 
strap. Fold-down back for easy transport.
Dimensions: back height 17.5", seat depth
15.5", seat width 19". Product weight:19lbs,
weight capacity:250lbs. 13 month warranty. 

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
INVLTTR19FR* Red Ea E1038

drop

ship

Millennial Crutches - Underarm or Forearm
Features large comfortable underarm cradle that
enhances stability and reduces underarm fatigue and 
soreness. The ergonomic grip is designed for repetitive and
vigorous use, allowing proper blood flow and nerve
conduction. Includes patented shock absorbing/power
assist feature which increases patient comfort by
reducing stress, fatigue and soreness. Push pin folding
design allows it to be easily stored in the overhead bin on
an airplane, under a table or chair at a restaurant, or in the
trunk of your car. Charcoal gray. Weight capacity; 400lbs 

drop

ship

Standers Inc.

Transport Chairs

Invacare®

Available
Product # Description UOMs HCPCS
STD7000* Underarm Adult Pk2,Cs10 E0110
STD7001* Underarm Junior Pk2,Cs10 E0110
STD7002* Forearm Adult Pk2,Cs10 E0114
STD7003* Forearm Junior Pk2,Cs10 E0114

Underarm Forearm

Lightweight 19" Transport Chair
Lightweight 19" Transport Chair with Silver vein finish.
Features include a fold down back, seat belt and swing
away, removeable footrests. Black Upholstery. 8” cas-
tors. Seat size 19x16". Seat to Floor 19”. Width
Closed 10”. Weight Capacity 300lbs. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG9105H Ea E1038

Probasics™ By PMI

Lightweight Aluminum Transport Chair with Rear Cable Hand Brakes 
Lightweight chair features rear cable, locking loop hand
brakes, comfortable nylon upholstery with padded
arm rests, swing away footrests and seat belt for
added security. Frame weighs only 21lbs. 8" front
caster wheels and 12" flat-free rear tires. Seat
dimensions 19"W x 16"D; seat-to-floor height:
19". Fold down back for easy storage. Weight
capacity: 300lbs.

Lightweight Flame Colored Transport Chair
This lightweight aluminum chair with fold down back is easy
to transport and carry around. Versatile 9" wide by
16" deep seat includes a handy seatbelt. Features 
8" maintenance-free, castor wheels swing-away
footrests, push to lock rear castor brakes and
comfortable nylon upholstery. Product weighs
19lbs. Weight capacity: 300lbs. 

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS

ISG9400BLK Black Ea E1038
ISG9400BUR Burgundy Ea E1038

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
ISG9201BL Blue Ea E0138
ISG9201BUR Burgundy Ea E0138
ISG9201BLK Black Ea E0138

Professionally fitted shoes 
and prescription footwear

Professionally fitted shoes and prescription footwear are
an important part of the overall treatment of the 
insensate foot because they aid in preventing limb loss.
Footwear should relieve areas of excessive pressure,
reduce shock and shear, and accommodate, stabilize,
and support deformities.

Shoes should be long enough, and have room in the toe
area and over the instep. Shoes with laces allow adjust-
ment for edema and deformities. Most people with early 
neuropathic changes can wear cushioned commercial
footwear such as walking or athletic shoes. Some people
also may need the pressure areas redistributed with 
custom orthotics that often require depth footwear. 

A HCPCS code is not a guarantee of coverage or payment.
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Wheelchairs

9000 XT Wheelchair
A high performance, low-maintenance and low
total lifetime cost product. Vast offering of frame
styles, seat-to-floor heights, back styles, widths,
depths, frame colors and a wide range of options
and accessories. Components are interchangeable
with all other 9000 and Tracer series chairs. Dual
axle positions allow variations of seat-to-floor
heights. Durable, chrome-plated, carbon steel
frame with aluminum crossbraces. Offset axle
position allows adjustment of center-of-gravity to
increase maneuverability and stability to meet

each user skill level. Urethane rear tires mounted on "no flex" wheels offer superior
performance. Desk length, fixed height conventional, flip-back arms. Adjustable back
height:15-19". Product weight:31lbs, weight capacity:250lbs. 5 year warranty on frame
and crossbraces. Front riggings sold seperately.

9000 SL Wheelchair
The perfect lightweight rental product for those
who want quality and durability at a moderate
price. Also has a full complement of options and
accessories. Durable, low-maintenance, carbon
steel frame is long-lasting. Black satin frame
finish, black nylon upholstery. Urethane casters
for better ride and lighter weight. Urethane rear
tires mounted on "no flex" wheels offer superior
performance. Dual axle positions allow
variations of seat-to-floor heights: Standard
19.5" and Hemi 17.5". Adjustable back

height:15"-17". Arms are flip-back, non-removeable, desk-length, padded. Product
weight:33lbs, weight capacity:250lbs. 5 year warranty on frame and crossbraces. Front
riggings sold separately.

Tracer® IV Wheelchair
Features superior durability, rollability and stream-
lined looks. Designed for the active individual who
needs the strength of a reinforced heavy-duty frame.
Its many options include components that are inter-
changeable with the 9000 and Tracer series. Dual
axle positions allow varitation of seat-to-floor
heights. Durable, low-maintenance, triple chrome-
plated, carbon steel frame is long-lasting. Heavy-
duty inner liners keep seat and back from stretching.
Dual-sealed precision bearings. Reinforced frame
includes gussetted sides, caster journals and dual

crossbraces. Urethane rear tires mounted on "no flex" wheels offer superior performance.
Desk-length fixed height arms, padded, removable. Dimensions: seat width 22", seat depth
18", seat to floor height; 19.5" Adult, 17.5" Hemi, back height 16" fixed. Product
weight:42lbs, weight capacity:350lbs. 5 year warranty on frame and crossbraces. Front 
riggings sold seperately.

Invacare® 

*Special Order Item

Available
Product # Seat Size UOMs HCPCS
INV9XTWD6688 16"W x 16"D Ea K0004
INV9XTWD86A28* 18"W x 16"D Ea K0004
INV9XTWD0688 20"W x 16"D Ea K0004

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Padded, Removable, Desk Length Arms
INVT422RDA* 22"W x 18"D Ea K0007
INVT424RDA 24"W x 18"D Ea K0007
INVT420RDA 20"W x 18"D Ea K0007

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV9SLWD86A8815P* 18"W x 16"D Ea K0004
INV9SLWD66A88 16"W x 16"D Ea N/A
INV9153647874 20"W x 16"D Ea N/A

drop

ship

drop

ship

drop
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Tracer® EX2 Wheelchair
A true dual axle position allows for
repositioning the 24" rear wheels and 8"
casters for adult or hemi height. Seat width
up to 20"; back height 16" fixed; seat
depth 16" standard. 14 gauge cross braces
add strength and durability. Dual axle
allows variations of seat-to-floor heights.
Durable, low maintenance, triple chrome
plated, carbon steel frame is long lasting.
Urethane rear tires mounted on "No Flex"

wheels offer superior performance. Midnight blue upholstery. Seat 18"W x 16"
D. Product weight:36lbs, weight capacity:250lbs. 5 year warranty on frame and
crossbraces. Front riggings sold seperately.

*Special Order Item

Footrests for Tracer® and 9000 Wheelchairs
Swing away foot rests make transfers 
easier and the heel loops are included.
Choose aluminum or composite foot
plates. Fits all Tracer and Invacare 9000
wheelchairs. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

With Fixed, Full-Length Padded Arms
INVTREX28P* Ea K0001

With Removable, Desk-Length Padded Arms
INVTREX28R* Ea K0001

With Full-Length, Padded, Removable Arms
INVTREX28RF* Ea K0001

Elevating Leg rests for Tracer®
and 9000 Wheelchairs
Swing away elevating leg rests for easier
transfer. Padded, black vinyl covered calf
pads. Fits both Tracer and Invacare 9000
wheelchairs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Aluminum Foot Plates
INVT93HA* Pk2 K0052

Composite Foot Plates
INVT93HC* Pk2 K0052

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Aluminum
INVT94HA* Pk2 E0990

Composite
INVT94HC* Pk2 E0990

drop

ship
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ship

Wheelchairs

See our expanded line of respiratory products for home use!
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Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS

Desk-Length Padded Arms
INVTRSX50FB* 20"W x 16"D Ea K0003
INVTRSX56FB* 16"W x 16"D Ea K0003
INVTRSX58FB* 18"W x 16"D Ea K0003

Tracer® SX5 Lightweight Manual Wheelchair
A lightweight frame makes this chair
perfect for rental and long-or short-term
use. The Tracer® SX5 offers multiple seat
widths, depths, arm styles, sectional back
and seat-to-floor heights. The 20" and
22" widths include a semi-pneumatic
caster and chrome hand rims to
accommodate a 300lb weight limit. Dual
axle positions allow variations of seat-to-
floor height. Durable, low-maintenance,
triple chrome-plated, carbon steel frame is
long-lasting. Sectional back available in 16" and 18" back heights. Urethane rear
tires, mounted on “No Flex” wheels, offers superior performance. All arms are flip
back and non-removable. Product weight: 34lbs. Weight capacity: 250lbs.
(300lbs. 20" and 22" width). Lifetime warranty of frame on cross braces. Black
upholstery.

Economy Wheelchair
Powder coated 18"W x 16"D steel frame with durable
nylon upholstery, padded armrests, composite han-
drims and composite mag wheels with mainte-
nance-free bearings. Dual axle can convert to
hemi height. Fixed full arm with swing away
footrest with plastic footplate. Product
weight:39lbs, weight capacity:300lbs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISGEC06 Fixed Full Arm with Swing away Footrest Ea K0001, K0052
ISGEC07 Fixed Arm with Elevating Leg rest Ea K0001, E0990
ISGEC09 Removable Desk Arm with Swing away Footrest Ea K0001, K0052
ISGEC10 Removable Desk Arm with Elevating Leg rest Ea K0001, K0990

Probasics™ By PMI

drop

ship

Economy High Performance Lightweight Wheelchair 
Dual axle chair can convert to hemi height. Features heavy-
duty composite side panels, composite footplates
with heel loops, composite handrims, flip-back
arms and heavy duty brakes. Anti-tip device
included. Black nylon upholstery. Product is
lightweight at  35lbs without  front riggings.
Swing away rigging 6lbs, elevating is
10lbs. Weight capacity 300lbs. 

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS

ISG1810 18” with swing away footrests Ea K0004,K0052
ISG1811 18” with padded, elevating legrest Ea K0004,E0990

Front riggings sold separately.

Standard DX Wheelchair
Triple chrome-plated carbon steel frame with dual rear
axle converts from standard to hemi height with seat
to floor height 17.5-19.5". Mid-position slide
post adds strength and allows easy folding.
Double embossed black upholstery with
heavy duty inner liner is flame retar-
dant and mildew resistant. Dual preci-
sion sealed maintenance free bearings,
24" composite mag wheels with urethane
tires, 8" front castors with solid rubber tires,
composite handrims and removeable desk length padded armrests. Seat dimen-
sion 18"W x 16"D. Weight without riggings:41lbs, weight capacity:275lbs.
Lifetime limited warranty.

The Osprey™ Deluxe High Strength Lightweight Wheelchair 
Lightweight high strength steel frame.

Polyurethane rear tires mounted on 24”wheels with 
composite hand rims. 8” front swivel caster wheels
with 4 positions mounted on aluminum forks.
Dual rear axle positions. Adjustable height, flip
back desk arms with padded armrests.
Composite footrests include heel loops.
Angle adjustable caster housings.
Paddle release, self locking upper arm
locks. Lightweight woven black nylon
upholstery. Detachable rear anti-tippers
standard. Folds for easy storage. Wet Black Frame
Finish. Product Weight 34lbs, weight capacity 300lbs. Limited lifetime side frame
and crossbrace warranty.

Available
Product # Seat Size UOMs HCPCS
ISGXP6500* 18"W x 16"D Ea K0822
ISGXP6520* 20"W x 18"D Ea K0822

Folding Power Chair
Traditional folding power chair which easily maneuvers and
negotiates obstacles both inside and outside the home.
Featuring an attractive silver vein and black finished
frame with charcoal gray nylon upholstery, it
disassembles and unfolds in seconds to a narrow
13” for easy transport. Maximum speed of 4mph
with a turning radius of 36”. Adjustable height
back 17-19” provides comfort and support.
Overall length 47”, overall width 24.5”.
Features MK5 NX electronics. Batteries not
included; uses two U1 Batteries, Item # ISGU1BAT sold separately. Charger type:
off board. Overall weight:9lbs, weight capacity:250lbs. Warranty: 3 years on
frame,  1 year on motor and electronics. 
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Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

With Aluminum, Swing away Footrests
ISG1009DX Ea K0001,K0052

With Padded Elevating Leg rests
ISG1010DX Ea K0001,E0990

Available
Product # Description UOMs HCPCS
PMI1805 18x16 with Footrests Ea K0004,K0052
PMI1806 18x16 with Legrests Ea K0004,E0990
PMI1605 16x16 Narrow with Footrests Ea K0004

We have a complete selection of room deodorizers and air fresheners.
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Lightweight Travel
Transport Chairs

Folds & stores easily, to 1/3 the size of 
standard chairs. Takes up the least space of
any transport chair. Allows for easy lifting
in & out of vehicles and for pushing.
Perfect for doctor visits, shopping, &
travel. Only 19lbs. Rear wheels safety
brake. Comes with storage/carrying bag.
8" wheels. Folding attached footrests
w/heel loops. Velcro tie strap holds chair
in folded position. Pull-up straps makes
folding chair easy. Seat 17.5 x 17.5".

Weight Capacity 225lbs.

The Transformer Chair
This 18” wide, lightweight wheelchair
converts from a self propelled, ultra light

wheelchair to an assisted transport chair in a flash,
using quick release axles. With the simple push of
a button, patient or care giver can remove the
24” rear wheels and convert to a light-

weight transport chair. Features an all
aluminum alloy frame, dual wheel
locks for either version, flip back arms,
fold down back, 24” rear wheels

(removable with quick release
axles),  four 8” by 1” front and rear castors, footrests, and
easy to clean black nylon upholstery. Weight:33lbs
when used as a wheelchair (without riggings) and
21lbs in transport mode. Weight capacity:300lbs.
Limited lifetime warranty on frame.

Wheelchair Accessories

Universal Tote CarryON!™, Jr.
Attaches easily to inside area of a wheel-
chair. Also ideal for walkers and scooters.
Features zipper closure with easy pull zip-
per cord. Black.

Vacation Vault
The Vacation Vault is a sturdy

ABS plastic safe with a 3 dial combo lock. Great for
wheelchairs, pool, dorm, home, RV, or anywhere
you need portable safety for your valuables. Use
the built-in 14" steel cable to secure it to any fixed
object. Includes customizable sticker set to person-
alize your Vacation Vault. 

Homecare Products

ChairPack CarryON!™ Wheelchair Pouch
Lightweight, durable nylon
backpack features spacious main
section with zippered closure, deep
side pockets and outer mesh pockets.
Attaches securely to the wheelchair
using buckle straps and handle loops.
Machine washable, water resistant,
black.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
HPCSHAMTRAY 12-3/4" W x 17"L x 1-3/8"H Ea N/A

EZ-SHAMPOO® Hair Washing Tray
Contoured to fit the neck comfortably and rest
on the shoulders for easy shampooing in a
seated position. Unique flexible rubber 
facing surrounds the tray and neck opening to
provide superior comfort and prevent 
slipping. Compact and lightweight, reduces
back strain for caregiver. Raised edge 
prevents water from spilling over. 35" straps
wrap around forearms to stabilize the tray.

Plastic material can be easily cleaned with soap and water. Use with chair or
wheelchair. Neck opening: 4-1/2". Weight: 1lb. Latex-free.

Available
Product # Overall Size UOMs HCPCS
HPCEZ0200BK 15”x 15”x 5” Ea N/A

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
HPCEZ0102BK 8.5" x 9" x 1" Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
BLU85973600108 Ea N/A

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
CVCCC1F081 Fold-down back Ea N/A
CVCCC10081 Removable handles Ea N/A

Available
Product # Description UOMs HCPCS
PMI1918 Ea K0004,K0052

Blue Chip Group

Convenience Chair

Urinary incontinence in women may
be made worse by:
• Medications that increase urine production, such as
diuretics, or those that relax the bladder, such as
bronchodilators. 

• Caffeinated beverages, such as coffee, tea, or some 
soda pop. 

• Smoking, which is often the start of a chronic cough 
and subsequent incontinence.

From web MD

Our expanded mobility and ambulatory products help keep patients independent.
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EZ-ACCESS® TRIFOLD® Advantage
Series Ramps
The Advantage Series TRIFOLD®

ramp offers the length required
for wheelchairs or scooters to
access vans and minivans with
ease. The unique 3-fold design
provides the compact storability
and portability previously
available only in smaller ramps.
This lightweight ramp is made of

aluminum, and features a non-skid driving surface, and built-in carrying
handles. The ramp separates into two lightweight sections by removal of pins,
unfolds to a 29.5" wide platform, and features an 800 pound weight capacity.
Optional Top Lip Extension (TLE) allows the ramp to clear the rear bumper of
SUVs and vans.  Top rise is 34”.
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Usable Available
Product # Size-Folded Size Weight UOMs HCPCS
HPCTRIFOLDAS6* 36.75"x15"x 11.5" 6'x 29-1/2" 19lbs x2 Ea N/A
HPCTRIFOLDAS8* 48.75"x15"x 11.5" 8'x 29-1/2" 25lbs x2 Ea N/A
HPCTRIFOLDAS10* 60.75"x15"x 11.5" 10'x 29-1/2" 30lbs x2 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
DUR5000 Ea K0107

Wheelchair Tray
Clear, acrylic tray provides a hard surface for 
eating, writing, reading or other activities.
Universal size fits all standard 16 - 20"W 
wheelchairs with standard arms. Attaches
easily with Velcro® straps. 23"W x 19"D x
1/4" thick.

Transfer Boards
Transfer patients from wheelchair, bed, 
chair or toilet. DUR1760; 8"W x 30"L oak
hardwood board with cut-out handle for easy 
carrying and gripping. Urethane sealed, 
coated and polished for smooth transfer.
Holds up to 250lbs. DUR1761; 8"W x 27-
1/2"L white heavy-duty plastic without hand 
holes. Lightweight and easy to handle. Holds
up to 250lbs.

Mabis/DMI (a Briggs Company)

EZ-ACCESS® SUITCASE®

Advantage Series Ramps
The Advantage Series SUITCASE ramp can
be separated into two lightweight sec-
tions, making transportation, set-up and
storage easier. The unique bottom transi-
tion plate is self-adjusting, resulting in
smoother ramp-to-ground transfer and
provides greater flexibility at various ramp
angles. The aluminum ramp features

high-quality non-skid tape with a yellow reflective strip on the ramp surface,
unfolds to a 29.5" wide platform and features an 800 pound weight capacity.

Accommodates Available
Product # Size Weight Rises UOMs
HPCTHRESH15* 1.5”H x 9.5"L x 34"W 5lbs 1 1/4 - 1 3/4" Ea
HPCTHRESH2* 2”H x 12"L x 34"W 5-1/2lbs 1 3/4 - 2 1/4" Ea

EZ-ACCESS® Threshold Ramp
The EZ-ACCESS Threshold ramp is a light-
weight yet durable free-standing modular
ramp designed for doorways, sliding glass
doors, and raised landings. This seam-free
ramp features a non-skid surface for max-
imum safety and support, is 34" wide and
easily accommodates thresholds from ¾"
to 6" high. Ideal for use with wheelchairs,
walkers, and cane users. Made of anodized

aluminum and is intended for indoor or outdoor use. Available in 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4,
5, & 6 inch heights. 600lb weight capacity. 

Usable Available
Product # Size-Folded Size Weight UOMs HCPCS
HPCSUITCASEAS2* 2'x15"x 4-1/2' 2' x 29-1/2" 6lbs x 2 Ea N/A
HPCSUITCASEAS3* 3'x15"x 4-1/2' 3' x 29-1/2" 8lbs x 2 Ea N/A
HPCSUITCASEAS4* 4'x15"x 4-1/2' 4' x 29-1/2" 10lbs x 2 Ea N/A
HPCSUITCASEAS5* 5'x15"x 4-1/2' 5' x 29-1/2" 13lbs x 2 Ea N/A
HPCSUITCASEAS6* 6'x15"x 4-1/2' 6' x 29-1/2" 15lbs x 2 Ea N/A

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
DUR1760 Oak Hardwood Ea E0705
DUR1761 White Plastic Ea E0705

*Special Order Item

Heelbo® Chair Belt
A restraint alternative with a hook and
loop fastener in the front, to allow the
patient to self-release. Padded soft 
belt helps position the upper torso in 
a geri-chair or wheelchair. Machine 
washable.  Belt 5” x 74”.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
DUR12129 Ea,Cs6 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
DUR59040940000 Ea,Cs6 N/A

Wheelchair Ramp with Storage Case
5' Telescoping Adjustable Wheelchair Ramps
easily extend for use with steps, curbs or vehicles.
Completely adjustable with push button lock
mechanism features strong rust resistant
aluminum construction with durable non-skid
treads. U shaped tracks for added safety. Three
section design contracts easily for storage in
included carry bag which hangs over handles on
wheelchair. Size-7” wide, adjusts to 3'-5' in
length. Product weighs 6lbs per ramp. Weight
capacity:330lbs per ramp for total of 660lbs. 

*Special Order Item
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Help patients stay healthy! Home diagnostic items can help.
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SafetySure® Double Notches - Transfer
Board
Side notches secure the Transfer
Board to the upright of the wheel-
chair arm. Can be used with 
standard arm or desk arm wheel-
chairs. Double notches allow the

patient transfer board to be used on either the right side or left side of the wheel-
chair. Constructed of plywood with a smooth lacquered finish. Weight capacity
300. 

SafetySure® Transfer Sling
The SafetySure Transfer Sling is a universal
transfer device with multiple applications.  The
Transfer Sling uniformly supports the weight of
the individual while eliminating hand grasping
that can result in bruising or skin sheer.  The
non-slip inner coating of the Transfer Sling
helps reduce slipping during the transfer.  Two
handgrips on either side provide a variety of
lifting positions to help reduce caregiver back
strain. 250lbs Capacity Sling is 23"x 8".

SafetySure® Pivot Disc
Designed for assisted or unassisted transfers
by individuals with limited or no ability to
pivot.  Individuals with upper body strength
can use the Pivot Disc to accomplish
independent transfers.  Great caregiver
assistance tool.  Aids in transfers between the
bed, wheelchair or toilet.  Makes transfers
easier and reduces caregiver back strain.  
3 sizes.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MTS3011* Ea N/A
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SafetySure® Wooden Wheelchair Board
SafetySure Wheelchair boards provide the
user with a flat sitting surface and
eliminates the hammock effect associated
with traditional wheelchair seats. Made of
durable plywood with smooth finish and
rounded corners to prevent chipping.
Provide an excellent sitting surface when
combined with a pressure relief cushion.
Weight capacity 300 lbs. 
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Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
MTS5400* 16”W x 16”L x .5” D Ea N/A
MTS5410* 18”W x 16”L x .5” D Ea N/A
MTS5420* 18”W x 18”L x .5” D Ea N/A

SafetySure® Solid Maple - Transfer
Board 
Patient transfer boards help bridge
the gap between bed and chair.
Makes patients transfers easier
and safer. These solid maple

transfer boards have a smooth lacquered finish. Each board is 8" wide and ¾"
thick in the center, tapering to ½" at the ends. Available with or without hand
slots. Weight capacity 300 lbs. 

Available
Product # Size Style UOMs HCPCS
MTS5200* 24” Slotted Ea N/A
MTS5210* 24” Slotted Ea N/A
MTS5220* 30” Solid Ea N/A
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Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
MTS5100* 24”L x 8”W x .5” D Ea N/A
MTS5110* 29”L x 8”W x .5” D Ea N/A

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
MTS5081 13" Ea E0705
MTS5082 15" Ea E0705
MTS5083 18" Ea E0705

Mobility Transfer System

SafetySure® Transfer Belts
Great for helping individuals to stand up or sit
down.  The Transfer Belt simplifies transfers from
bed to wheelchair, wheelchair to toilet, or
wheelchair to car seat.  Can also be used as an
ambulatory belt.  Numerous handgrips provide a
variety of leverage points and reduce strain on
caregivers back.  Slip resistant inner liner keeps
the Transfer Belt in place during the transfer

Machine washable.  Small (fits waists 23”-34”), Medium (fits waists 32”-48”),
and Large (fits waists 42”-60”).

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
MTS6033* Small (23”- 36”) Ea N/A
MTS6034* Medium Small (32”- 48”) Ea N/A
MTS6035* Large Small (42”- 60”) Ea N/A
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*Special Order Item *Special Order Item

Positioning products help relieve pressure. 
There are many new positioning products in our Durable Medical Equipment Section.
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*Special Order Item

Weight Available
Product # Length Capacity UOMs HCPCS

36” Roll-A-Ramp
RAR13606A19* 7’ 1000 lbs Ea N/A
RARA13607A19* 8’ 925 lbs Ea N/A
RARA13608A19* 9’ 850 lbs Ea N/A

30” Roll-A-Ramp
RARA13006A19* 7’ 1000 lbs Ea N/A
RARA13007A19* 8’ 1000 lbs Ea N/A
RARA13008A19* 9’ 1000 lbs Ea N/A

26” Roll-A-Ramp
RARA12606A19* 7’ 1000 lbs Ea N/A
RARA12607A19* 8’ 1000 lbs Ea N/A
RARA12608A19* 9’ 1000 lbs Ea N/A

12” Twin Track Roll-A-Ramp
RARA11206A19* 7’ 2000 lbs / Pair Ea N/A
RARA11207A19* 8’ 2000 lbs / Pair Ea N/A
RARA11208A19* 9’ 2000 lbs / Pair Ea N/A

Roll-A-Ramp Twin Track
Roll-A-Ramp

Roll-A-Ramp
Create entry ramps to homes, vehicles or offices. Then roll it up and put
it away. Great for use on two or three steps. Versatile ramp design uses
two bolts to connect each section, allowing adjustment of length as
needed. Has a cambered section for easy-on and -off at the top of the
ramp. Lightweight extruded aluminum construction with anodized
surface and built-in safety rails. 2 year warranty.

Roll-A-Ramp
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Wheelchair Cushions and Pads

Comfort-Mate Extra Cushion
Anatomically designed to provide
long-term sitting comfort and
promote correct seating posture.
Beveled sides allow cushion to be
easily used with a drop base. Dual-
firmness molded polyurethane foam
with a waterproof coating that seals
the foam to protect against moisture.
Improved contouring promotes good
postural position while being a
lower profile, lighter weight
cushion. SoFleece - Waterproof outer cover with a non-slip bottom. Dimensions:
seat widths 14-22", seat depths 14-20", thickness 2.25". Product weighs
approx. 2.3lbs, weight capacity 250lb. 2 year limited warranty.
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Invacare® 

Available
Product # Seat Size UOMs HCPCS
INVCMEXW16D16* 16"W x 16"D Ea E2603
INVCMEXW18D16* 18"W x 16"D Ea E2603
INVCMEXW20D16* 20"W x 16"D Ea E2603

Invacare® Absolute™ Wheelchair Cushions 
Offers stability and comfort at an afford-
able price. The molded polyurethane 
construction is an effective solution for
simple seating needs. Higher front and
sides and lower back. Reduces poor 
posture and slipping down in the wheel-
chair. Firmer foam across the front and
under the hips and legs for supoort, with
softer foam under the coccyx for comfort.
Breathable, water-repellent cover is machine washable/dryable. Non-slip bottom
with velco patches keeps the cushion in place. Lightweight.

Infinity™  FloGel Cushion
FloGel provides dynamic shear reduc-
tion. Postural support layer constructed
of durable, high-density polyurethane
foam and feature reinforced lateral
bevels which provide firm adductor 
support and allow the cushion to be
used on a drop base with no carving
required. Adjustable Pelvic Obliquity is
standard. Optional removable leg
wedges are available to accommodate hip-flexion limitations or to facilitate foot
propulsion. Leg length descrepancies can be accommodated with the LLD option,
available on all Infinity cushions. Seat widths range from 13-22", seat depths
range from 15-20", thickness 2.25". Product weight: approx.4lbs, weight 
capacity:250lbs. 2 year warranty.
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Available
Product # Seat Size UOMs HCPCS
INVEC06 20"W x 16"D Ea N/A
INVEC08 20"W x 18"D Ea N/A
INVEC66 16"W x 16"D Ea E2601
INVEC86 18"W x 16"D Ea E2601
INVEC88 18"W x 18"D Ea E2601

Available
Product # Seat Size UOMs HCPCS

Gentle Contour
INVIGCFGW16D16* 16"W x 16"D Ea E2607
INVIGCFGW18D16 18"W x 16"D Ea E2607

Low Contour
INVILCFGW16D16* 16"W x 16"D Ea E2603
INVILCFGW18D16* 18"W x 16"D Ea E2603

Max Contour
INVIMCFGW18D16* 18"W x 16"D Ea E2607

Available
Product # Seat Size UOMs HCPCS
INVIMCAIRW16D16* 16"W x 16"D Ea E2624
INVIMCAIRW18D16 18"W x 16"D Ea E2624

Infinity AirFlo Cushion
Three-layer foam cushion with an air
flotation insert inflates to provide pressure
relief. Foam postural support layer
provides stability. User friendly inflation
bulb allows for one-handed inflation and
quick disconnection system seals air
instantly when the bulb is detached.
Moisture proof, antimicrobial inner cover.
Highly stretchable outer cover provides

maximum conformity to user’s body shape. Sewn-in compartment hides and
protects valve. Convenient pouch at front of cushion stores the inflation bulb 
and other items. Max contour. Product weight:5lbs, weight capacity:250lbs. 
2 year warranty.
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We have a full line of nutritional supplements, enteral feeding pumps and accessories!
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Vectra Wheelchair Seat Cushion 2"
General use wheelchair seat cushion. At the core is high

quality molded foam specially contoured for extra comfort and to promote
proper positioning. The cushion cover is fire

retardant, removable for easy cleaning,
specially treated to make it moisture
proof, yet it remains vapor permeable

to help reduce sweating, and increase air flow. 
The underside features a non-slip surface helping the

cushion remain in place. Weight capacity 300lbs. 12 month
limited warranty.

General Use Gel Wheelchair Cushion 2"
Premium wheelchair seat cushion offering excellent

pressure distribution. Embedded in the
core of the cushion is high quality
Aqueous gel sealed in a leak-proof
bladder encased in premium foam

offering the utmost in comfort.
Removable, waterproof, fire retardant cover

protects from moisture and stains. 
Non-slip base ensures that the cushion stays

firmly in place. 12 month limited warranty. 300lb
weight capacity.

Invacare® Memory Foam Coccyx Seat Cushion
Designed for pressure relief, this visco-
elastic foam cushion offers firm support
and eliminates pressure points and
soreness. The coccyx cut-out at the rear of the
cushion helps to distribute body weight evenly,

relieving unwanted pressure from the base of the spine. Enhances the comfort of
virtually any seating surface at home, in the office or in the car. Machine-
washable, navy-blue, zippered cover included.

96

Invacare® Supply Group

Wheelchair Cushion
Polyurethane foam cushion gives even support,

durability and comfort. Rip-stop nylon helps
extend product life.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
HRMWC4443 18"L x 16"D x 4"H Ea N/A

Hermell

K2 Health Products

Pressure Eze® Gel Foam Cush
A highly resilient polyurethane foam cushion

embedded with a Pressure Eze® gel 
bladder for pressure distribution.
Removable cover is washable and vapor 
permeable, and made of polyester knit

with a moisture proof urethane finish to
reduce interface pressure and shearing. Non-

slip vinyl base for safety with carrying handle. Weight
capacity 275lbs. 18 month warranty. 

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
HDM244863 18"W x 16"D x 3"H Ea E2603

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
HDM244862FG 18"W x 16"D x 2"H Ea E2601

Fluid Guard® Gel Cushion
For pressure relief, support and comfort. A 

soft, pliable vinyl bladder of polymer gel 
imbedded in a resilient foam core dis-
tributes body weight evenly. Fluid-
resistant vinyl cover is light blue on top

and light green on the bottom to remind
the user or caretaker to reposition. Easy care,

wipe down or wash. Weight capacity 250lbs. 12
month warranty. 

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
HDM248863 18"W x 16"D x 3"H Ea E2603

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
KHPKBGUG1616 16 X 16" Ea E2601
KHPKBGUG1816 18 x 16" Ea E2601
KHPKBGUG2016 20 x 16" Ea E2601

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
KHPKBGS1616 16 X 16" Ea E2603
KHPKBGS1816 18 x 16" Ea E2603
KHPKBGS2016 20 x 16" Ea E2603

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
KHPSPVC1616 16 X 16" Ea E2601
KHPSPVC1816 18 x 16" Ea E2601
KHPSPVC2016 20 x 16" Ea E2601

Gravity-Free® Gel Cushion
Designed for the prevention and management of

pressure ulcers. A soft bladder of acrylic gel
suspended between two layers of high
density foam reduces seating pressure.

Two way stretch polyester knit cover
reduces interface pressure and has a moisture

proof urethane backing and nonslip bottom. With
convenient carry handle. Black. Weight capacity 250lbs. 18 month

warranty. 

Gel Supreme Wheelchair Seat Cushion 3"
Premium wheelchair seat cushion offering excellent

pressure distribution. Embedded in the core of
the cushion is high quality Aqueous
gel sealed in a leak-proof bladder
encased in premium foam offering

the utmost in comfort. Removable,
waterproof, fire retardant cover protects

from moisture and stains. Non-slip base
ensures that the cushion stays firmly in place. 

12 month limited warranty. 300lb weight capacity.

Hudson Medical

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
ISGCSC 18"W x 16"D x2"H Ea N/A

Wheelchair Cushions and Pads

Hundreds of New Items have been added to our line – check them out!
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Avir Wheelchair Back Cushion 
General use back cushion.

Helps improve the seating posture and comfort of
those confined to a wheelchair. User-controlled
fully customizable inflatable lumbar support air
pocket enabling the user to determine the exact
amount of support necessary. Contoured foam
for increased comfort and positioning. Non-slip
back helps insure proper cushion placement. 
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Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
KHPKLBAVR16* 16 X 16" Ea E2611
KHPKLBAVR18* 18 x 16" Ea E2611
KHPKLBAVR20* 20 x 16" Ea E2611

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
KHPLWVB16* 16 X 16" Ea E2611
KHPLWVB18* 18 x 16" Ea E2611
KHPLWVB20* 20 x 16" Ea E2611

Coccyx Seat Cushion
Unique design for relief of pressure on
the coccyx bone. 100% foam construc-
tion with 6" opening at the back of the
cushion for total comfort. Comes with
removable, washable polyester/cotton
cover. Navy.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
DUR8015 18"W x 16"D x 3"H Ea N/A

Mabis/DMI (a Briggs company)

SimplX GFST Microfiber Wheelchair cushion.
Gel/Foam/Soft/Touch pressure relieving
cushion has Soft Touch microfiber suede
feel fabric that is cooler in summer and
warmer in winter. Durable 100%
polyester soft suede top reduces
chafing and skin irritation. Inner
casing protects gel/foam from
moisture penetration. Features
Toughtek® non-skid bottom and
removable cover with zipper closure.
Meets California Technical Bulletin 117
requirements. Wipe clean and dry flat. Size is 18"x 16"x 3".
18-month warranty.

Regency Products

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
REG86761 Black Ea E2603
REG86762 Blue Ea E2603
REG86763* Camel Ea E2603
REG86764 Burgundy Ea E2603

*Special Order Item

Supra Visco Back Cushion 
General use back cushion.

Helps improve the comfort of those confined to
a wheelchair. At the core is high quality
sculpted foam, contoured to conform to the
user’s spinal curvature. Embedded in the core
is a premium memory foam insert in the
lumbar region to aid in relief of lower back
pain. Contains a rigid insert that reduces the
“hammock effect” commonly associated with 
sling-back wheelchairs. Cover is fire retardant, removable for
easy cleaning, specially treated to make it moisture proof, yet it remains vapor
permeable to help reduce sweating and increase air flow. Non-slip back and
straps allow the user to fasten securely to the seat back and helps insure proper
cushion placement.

SimplX GFR Wheelchair Cushion
This pressure relieving gel/foam
combination features Recovery5™
stretch fabric with an antibacterial,
antifungal and fluid resistant top.
Slip resistant bottom with a zipper
closure for easy removal and cleaning. Meets
California Technical Bulletin 117 Requirements. 18-month warranty. Black.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
REG86732* 18"W x 16"D x 2"H Cs3 E2601
REG86733 18"W x 16"D x 3"H Ea E2601
REG86734* 18"W x 16"D x 4"H Cs3 E2601

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
REG86742* 18"W x 16"D x 2"H Cs3 E2601
REG86743 18"W x 16"D x 3"H Ea E2601
REG86744* 18"W x 16"D x 4"H Cs3 E2601

SimplX GFN Wheelchair Cushion
This pressure relieving gel/form cushion
has a nylon fabric, fluid resistant,
zippered cover with a rear strap to
secure it to the wheelchair. Wipe
down or remove cover for cleaning.
Meets California Technical Bulletin 117
requirements. 18-month warranty, Black.

As you get older, good nutrition plays an increasingly important role in how well you age. Eating a 
low-salt, low-fat diet with plenty of fruits, vegetables, and fiber can actually reduce your age-related risks of
heart disease, diabetes, stroke, osteoporosis, and other chronic diseases. By eating a wide variety of foods, you
can pretty easily get what your body needs. 

From Web MD

*Special Order Item

We have a full line of Ostomy supplies!
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*Special Order Item

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
RHOAL1515* 15"W x 15"D Ea E2605
RHOAL1616 16"W x 16"D Ea E2605
RHOAL1618* 16"W x 18"D Ea E2605
RHOAL1717* 17"W x 17"D Ea E2605
RHOAL1816 18"W x 16"D Ea E2605
RHOAL1818 18"W x 18"D Ea E2605
RHOAL2018* 20"W x 18"D Ea E2605

AirLITE® Cushions 
By combining a contoured, anatomical-

shaped foam with a pre-set, sealed Air
Flotation component the AirLite
enables clients to sit comfortably for
an extended time. AirLite's technolo-

gy and design provides the comfort
clients want and the support they need. Most

foam cushions will compress over time. The AirLite
cushion's pre-set, sealed Air Flotation component provides peace of mind you
can count on long after other just foam cushions. Product weighs approximately
2lbs. Weight Limit 275lbs. 24-month limited warranty. 

Quadtro® Select ® High Profile® and Low 
Profile® Cushions
The revolutionary Isoflo® Memory Control™
offers shape fitting capabilities, allowing quick
and easy, on demand adjustment to maximize
function. Offers positioning, skin protection,
stability and convenience and is adjustable,
lightweight, washable, and ventilated and
comes with a 2-way stretchable cover, hand

inflation pump, and repair kit. 3-year limited warranty.  Additional sizes are 
available by special order.

Cushion Available
Product # Dimensions UOMs HCPCS
RHOQS109C* 18"W x 16"D Ea E2623

drop

ship

Roho Group

Number of Cells Available
Product # Chair Size (Width x Depth) UOMs HCPCS

HIGH PROFILE®

RHO1R1010C 18"W x 18"D 10 x 10 Ea E2623
RHO1R1110C 20"W x 18"D 11 x 10 Ea E2623

HIGH PROFILE®

RHO1R109C 18"W x 16"D 10 x 9 Ea E2623
RHO1R88C 15"W x 15"D 8 x 8 Ea E2623
RHO1R89C 15"W x 16"D 8 x 9 Ea E2623
RHO1R910C 16"W x 18"D 9 x 10 Ea E2623
RHO1R99C 16"W x 16"D 9 x 9 Ea E2623

LOW PROFILE®

RHO1R1010LPC 18"W x 18"D 10 x 10 Ea E2623
LOW PROFILE®

RHO1R109LPC 18"W x 16"D 10 x 9 Ea E2623
RHO1R88LPC 15"W x 15"D 8 x 8 Ea E2623
RHO1R910LPC 16"W x 18"D 9 x 10 Ea E2623
RHO1R99LPC 16"W x 16"D 9 x 9 Ea E2623

HIGH PROFILE® / LOW PROFILE® Cushions
Flexible air cells conform to the body;
each cushion is adjustable to achieve a
truly personal fit. Therapeutic, stable,
portable, lightweight and easy to clean.
Aids in the healing of ischemic ulcers.
Cushion comes with cover, hand inflation
pump, and repair kit. 2-year limited
warranty.

Retroback® Wheelchair Back Support System  
Easy clip design improves comfort and supports
posture. No tools or hardware required. Easy,
yet functional design that increases sitting
tolerance and reduces lower back fatigue. Easy
on and easy off. Models available in three
widths: 16" (41cm), 18" (46cm) and 20" (51cm)
which will fit chair widths from 15" (38cm) to
20" (51cm). Product fits chair heights 16"
(41cm) to 18" (46cm) and weighs approx. 3lbs.
Weight Limit 300lbs. 12-month Limited Warranty. 

Available
Product # Size Fits UOMs HCPCS
RHORETRO16C* 16"W x 16"D 15” - 16” Ea E2611
RHORETRO18C* 18"W x 16"D 17”- 18” Ea E2611
RHORETRO20C* 20"W x 18"D 19”- 20” Ea E2611

Sheepskin Accessories
Sheepskin Ranch’s 100% genuine medical
sheepskin wheelchair seat pad and genuine
medical sheepskin arm rest covers offer
maximum pressure relief, natural moisture
reduction and remains soft and pliable 
after repeated laundering. A natural product,
sheepskin’s one inch wool pile density
provides optimum comfort.

Available
Product # Seat Size UOMs HCPCS

Armrest Covers
SHP113 10” long with adjustable Velcro Pk2 N/A

Seat Pad
SHP111 18" x 16" with adjustable elastic straps Ea N/A

Sheepskin Ranch

Comfort Plus Wheelchair Liner
Provides a degree of posture control as well
as pressure relief. Fits the seat and back of
the wheelchair and also cushions the armrest
and side panels to protect the user from skin
tears and bruising. Made of durable
cotton/polyester, latex-free, reversible material
with Dupont Dacron fiber padding for comfort
and heat reduction. Use polyester side for
incontinent situations. Machine wash warm
water and air dry.

Val Med

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
VALVM6620 Gray/Navy Ea N/A

Weigh alcohol's risks and benefits.
Modest drinking may be heart-healthy, but it may
also raise the risk of some cancers (including breast
and colon cancer), so consult your doctor. 

Wheelchair Cushions and Pads
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Encourage patients to exercise and monitor their fitness regularly.
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The Golden LiteRider Scooter
The all-new LiteRider scooter features better range, a
Delta adjustable Tiller standard, more attractive styling
and more vibrant colors. An updated tubular frame
design supports a 300 lb. weight capacity, with
completely wireless disassembly for easy transport. 
9" modern black, low-profile tires on high-strength
steel rims with shiny hubcaps. Its plush, 17"W x 16"D
black vinyl stadium style seat comes with
adjustable armrests and a full 360 degree swivel
mechanism for easy transfers. Two standard
storage baskets - one on the tiller and one under
the seat, which also features dual bottle holders.
Backlit Battery Gauge. Easy To Read Control Panel. Available in Red and Blue.
Lifetime warranty on frame, 2 years on drive train & electronics.

Durable Medical Equipment & ADL’s
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*Special Order Item *Special Order Item

Scooters

Lynx-L™ Scooters™

Invacare Lynx-L line of scooters, in 3 and 
4-wheel models. Indoor and outdoor travel
ready, handling a maximum incline of 8
degrees and feature a 7-mile travel capacity,
with a speed range of 0-5 MPG. Front 
and back wheels are flat-free, 8x2". Overall 
dimensions: 39.2"L x 26"W x 35"H. Seat
dimensions: 16.5"W x 14.5"D. All models fea-
ture four step, five piece quick disassembly,
and include an on/off key switch, horn, two
12V and an on board battery charger. 300lb
weight capacity. 1 year limited warranty on
frame, electronics and transaxle. 

Available
Product # Style Color Weight UOMs HCPCS
INVL3B* 3-Wheel Blue 103lbs Ea K0800
INVL3R* 3-Wheel Red 103lbs Ea K0800
INVL4B* 4-Wheel Blue 112lbs Ea K0800
INVL4R* 4-Wheel Red 112lbs Ea K0800

Batteries for Lynx Scooters Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV12AH2* Pk2 N/A
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Invacare® 
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Buzzaround Lite 3-Wheel Scooter
Ultra-compact, stylish and easy to operate!
The most torque of any scooter in its class
and most advanced wireless connector
system for easy disassembly/assembly.
Disassembles in three easy steps: pop off the
seat, pull out the battery pack, and push the
frame apart! Disassembles into five pieces for
easy transport - fits in virtually any trunk! Comes
with three complete sets of gorgeous, quick-snap
shroud colors in Red, Blue and Sahara. Larger,
more comfortable 17x17" seat with enhanced
flip-up armrests for easy transfer. Cut pile, auto
grade carpet on the floor. Maximum speed 4 mph. 250lb weight capacity.
Lifetime warranty on frame, 2 years on drive train & electronics. 

Golden Technologies

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
GTCGC321* Ea N/A
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Golden Technology Service Agreement

Concierge Service Plan: Enjoy the benefits of true support from this service
program. Golden Technologies offers a service arrangement so you don't have
to worry about servicing the product you sell. Relax, if your customer has a
problem and the equipment requires a service call, we take care of everything! 

This plan covers all Golden Technologies' lift chairs, scooters, and power
wheelchairs purchased for up to three years. This coverage includes
replacement parts, labor, all service fees, and shipping of the part for up to three
years (some exclusions apply). This plan is exclusive, call us for more information.

Companion II 3 Wheel Scooter 
The Golden Companion II scooter
offers unmatched luxury and
dependability. One of Golden’s most
popular scooters, the Companion II
offers a plush, black vinyl stadium style
seat and an extended floor deck for more
leg room than any scooter in its class. 
It comes in gorgeous Red and Blue
shrouds. Battery included. The Companion
II has a 350 lb. weight capacity. Lifetime
warranty on frame, 2 yrs on drive train and
electronics.

Available
Product # Max Speed UOMs HCPCS
GTCGB106* 4 mph Ea K0800
GTCGB106XR* 10 mph Ea K0800

Golden Compass™ Power Chair
The Compass’ center-wheel drive technology and articulating
frame design provides superb maneuverability and obstacle
climbing indoors and out. The tight 19” turning
radius allows you to navigate through tight
indoor spaces with ease. The Compass has a
300lb. weight capacity. For comfort, reliability
and style, the Golden Compass is your best
buy! Batteries sold seperately. 5 year warranty
on frame, 1 year on drive train & electronics. 
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Alante Power Chair 
Designed for the entry level user looking for a
solid, rear-wheel drive power chair, the Alanté
comes standard with a black vinyl stadium style
seat and a Dynamic A series programmable
controller. The Alanté has a 300 lb. weight
capacity. Available colors: Red and 
Blue. Batteries sold separately. Lifetime
warranty on frame, 1 year on drive train 
& electronics.
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Available

Product # UOMs HCPCS
GTCGP201* Ea N/A

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
GTCGP600CC* Captain’s Chair Ea K0823
GTCGP601CC* Captain’s Chair Ea K0816
GTCGP600SS* Sling/Solid Seat Ea K0822
GTCGP601SS* Sling/Solid Seat Ea K0815

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
GTCGL110* Ea K0800
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Managing pressure is taken to a new level with new cushions, mattresses and overlays!
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Alante Jr. Power Chair
The Alanté Jr. is a compact, rear-wheel drive power base

ideal for someone under 250 lbs. looking for
a lightweight, easy to disassemble power
chair. Features a stadium-style charcoal grey
vinyl seat with enhanced lumbar and thigh
support. Disassembles wirelessly into three
pieces – the seat, battery pack and base.

Featuring an off-board charger, a
programmable 40amp controller, the

Alanté Jr. is the ideal compact, rear-
wheel drive power chair. Comes
in Red and Blue. Lifetime

warranty on frame, 1 year on drive
train and electronics.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
GTCGP200* Ea N/A

*Special Order Item

Standers Security Pole and Curved Grab Bar 
Tension mounted, floor to ceiling pole
that allows the user to rise from a sitting
position with the pivoting Curve Grab
Bar, which provides 4 hand grips at 4
different heights and locks in place
every 45 degrees. Rubber pads on the
top and bottom protect the ceiling and
floor. Main pole easily separates into
two 53" pieces making it easy to

transport. Includes wrench, no other tools are required for assembly. Fits ceiling
height range 7-10ft. Rust resistant zinc plated steel. Product weight 20lbs.
Weight capacity 300lbs. Dimensions: 54"L x 12.5"W x 3.25"H.

*Special Order Item
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CarCaddie
Provides assistance when getting in
and out of an automobile. Simply roll
down your window and put the end of
the CarCaddie strap around the top of
the window frame. Then snap the
buckle in place, adjust the handle
height, and roll up the window. Made
of durable, long lasting nylon. The

rubber cushion grip provides a comfortable gripping surface. The buckle has an
ergonomic design making it easy to open and close.  Supports 250lbs.
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Standers Security Pole
Tension mounted floor to ceiling pole
allows user to rise from a sitting
position. Ergonomic cushion grip.
Rubber pads on top and bottom
protect the ceiling and floor. Main pole
easily separates into two 53" pieces
making it easy to transport. Includes
wrench, no other tools are required for
assembly. Fits ceiling heights 7-9ft with
extensions available for 10ft ceiling.

Rust resistant zinc plated steel. Product weighs 20lbs. Weight capacity 300lbs.
Dimensions: 54"L x 12.5"W x 3.25"H.
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Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
STD1150B* Black Ea N/A
STD1150W White Ea N/A

Lift Rails

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
STD1100B Black Ea N/A
STD1100W White Ea N/A

Standers Inc.

CouchCane & Organizer
Ergonomic safety handle makes standing and sit-
ting easy and safe. Adjusts in length to fit either
side of the couch, chair or recliner - works great
with a lift chair. Base adjusts in length 21-33".
Height handle adjusts 29-32". Width of handle
15”. Includes saddle bag pouch with four pockets,
convenient for keeping items close by. Super grip
rubber pads ensure stability and protect floor
from damage. One-step assembly with no tools
required. Product weighs 15lbs. Supports 300lbs.
Package Dimensions: 27x17x2.5”. 
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Assist-A-Tray
Swivel tray and ergonomic safety handle makes
standing and sitting easy and safe. Features an
ergonomic grip handle that provides support in
and out of any couch, chair, or recliner. Attached
to the handle is a dual-pivoting tray that rotates
360 degrees to allow for the most convenient
placement. Tray includes a cup holder and
extended compartment, perfect for keeping
handy items close by. Super grip feet ensure sta-
bility and protect the floor from damage. Base
adjusts from 20"-36". Handle adjusts from 34"-
40" high. No tools required. Tray size 16" x 18".
Handle supports 250lbs. Tray supports 30lbs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
STD2050 Ea N/A
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Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
STD2080* Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
STD2001* Ea N/A

Strive for a healthy weight.
If you're overweight, go for modest weight loss (up
to 2 pounds weekly) with a doctor's supervision. 

Lift Rails

Do you have patients who suffer from pain?  
Help them live more comfortably. See our Pain Management Section.
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Luxury Lift Chairs
The widest selection of full recline, three position,
chaise lounge seat lift recliners.

Traditional Series
The Williamsburg, an elegant tufted
contemporary wing back recliner with

traditional design, provides ultimate comfort
and support with a plush padded chaise pad
and contoured wings. Weight capacity: 375lbs

Signature Series
The Regal features unique pillow soft armrests

with 3" of soft padding. The right armrest  flips open to expose a molded plastic
compartment tray with cup holder. The left armrest opens to molded plastic
storage area, this area is ideal for storing a telephone, playing cards or knitting.
Available in Fabric and standard vinyl. Waterfall back ensures maximum comfort.
Weight Capacity: 375lbs. 

102

Lift Chairs

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Large
GTCPR501L* Ea N/A

Medium
GTCPR501M* Ea N/A

Small
GTCPR501S* Ea N/A

Tall
GTCPR501T* Ea N/A

Lift Chairs—Comforter Series
The Comforter Series features luxurious chaise
lounge padding, a torsioned comfort seat system and
unsurpassed craftsmanship. Designed with a tasteful,
contemporary look that’s at home with any furniture
style, the Comforter Series three position, full
recline chairs are incredibly comfortable, com-
pletely reliable and versatile.  Available in many
sizes and fabric variations, up to a 28" wide
seat. Weight capacity depends on size: petite and
small, 300lbs; medium, large and tall, 375lbs;
double motor chairs, 500lbs.
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Golden Technologies

*Special Order Item

See available Golden Technology 
Service Agreement in scooter section.

See available Golden Technology 
Service Agreement in scooter section.

Lift Chairs—Value Series
The Value Series offers unmatched comfort, style, craftsmanship and
performance at economy prices!

The Capri two-position lift chair features a soft button back and a split chaise
pad and is built to give years of comfort and support. Priced for the economy-
minded individual who needs help getting into and out of their chair, the weight
capacity is 325 lbs.

The Monarch is a very stylish three position, full recline and lift chair. 
The seam style back design gives this chair an impressive appearance along with
luxurious comfort. With its unique lifting mechanism, this chair will effortlessly
take the user from fully reclining to a standing position safely and securely. Fabric
selections are the same as the Capri. Weight capacity: 375lbs.

MaxiComfort™ Lift Chairs
The patented MaxiComfort™ zero-gravity positioning
technology offers more positions and positioning
comfort than any other lift chair. MaxiComfort allows

you to recline in the zero-gravity position
developed by NASA, reducing the force of
gravity on the spine, relieving back pressure
and increasing circulation for improved overall
health. It is available in four standard colors,
as well as custom colors and fabrics (upcharge

and a 12-day production time apply). The
PR505M has a 375 lb. weight capacity and is
recommended for users 5’4” to 5’10”.
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Cambridge Lift Chair
The Cambridge features a plush, overstuffed biscuit
back design for long, restful hours of relaxation and
sleep. The Cambridge has a 375 lb. weight capacity and

is available with a full chaise pad.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
GTCPR401* Ea N/A
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*Special Order Item

See available Golden Technology 
Service Agreement in scooter section.

See available Golden Technology 
Service Agreement in scooter section.

See available Golden Technology 
Service Agreement in scooter section.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
GTCPR* Capri Ea N/A
GTCPR355M* Monarch Medium Ea N/A
GTCPR355L* Monarch Plus Ea N/A

Regal

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
GTCPR505M* Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Williamsburg
GTCPR747* Ea N/A

Regal with Tray
GTCPR751* Ea N/A

Lift Chairs

Regular blood testing helps keep diabetes in control. See the Diabetic section for the widest array of products.
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Uplift Seat Assist
Self-powered lift-
ing cushion pro-
vides gentle assis-
tance up and down
from most arm-
chairs and sofas. lifts up to 70% of the user's body weight up to 350 lbs. Patented
LeveLift™ technology and flexible seat that curves to a flat surface provide a safe lift,
with no forward dumping motion. Portable, with built-in carrying handle.  Coated mem-
ory foam cushion adjusts to weight, shape and temperature. Black, waterproof, fire retar-
dant cover is removable and machine washable. Nonskid surface. Weight: 9lbs. 

UPEASY Seat Assist
Assists those living with arthritis
and other joint ailments to lower
and raise themselves from a seat-
ed position with greater ease.
Lifts up to 70% of the user's
body weight up to 340 lbs.
A truly portable solution,
this self-powered lifting
seat folds flat for ease in
carrying. Works on most armchairs
and sofas. Weight: 9lbs. Marine Blue, affordably priced.  16”W x 19”D.

Durable Medical Equipment & ADL’s
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Equipment Covers

Dust Covers from Elkay Plastics 
These covers facilitate the clean and dry storage of various types of medical and
home care equipment. The sizes offered are designed to accommodate the
primary uses for hospital and home medical care equipment such as walkers,
concentrators, feeding pumps, and nebulizers. Large side gussets; clear except as
noted. 

Available
Product # Dimensions Gauge UOMs HCPCS
COO10G282256BOR 28 x 22 x 56 1 mil Pk50 N/A
COOBOR382648 38 x 26 x 48 1 mil Pk150 N/A

Concentrators 

General Equipment

Available
Product # Dimensions Gauge UOMs HCPCS
COOBOR2430 24 x 30 1.5 mil Pk500 N/A
COOBOR382648 30 x 42 1.5 mil Pk250 N/A

General Equipment

T-Shirt Shop Bag / Personal Belonging Bags / Respiratory Bag

Available
Product # Dimensions Gauge Color UOMs HCPCS
COOBOR181521 18 x 15 x 21 1 mil Pk250 N/A
COOBOR10G282256B 28 x 22 x 56 1 mil Blue tint Pk50 N/A
COOBOR18G201830 20 x 18 x 30 1.8 mil Pk200 N/A
COOBOR161436B 16 x 14 x 36 1.5 mil Blue tint Pk200 N/A
COOBOR251530T  25 x 15 x 30 1.5 mil Tan tint Pk250 N/A

Suction Machines/Nebulizers
Available

Product # Dimensions Gauge Color UOMs HCPCS
COOBOR161454 12 x 8 x 30 1.25 mil Clear   Pk500 N/A
COOBOR15F1824 18 x 24 1.5 mil Clear Pk500 N/A
COOBOR20535 20 x 5 x 35 1 mil Clear Pk500 N/A
COOBOR20535T 20 x 5 x 35 1 mil Tan Pk500 N/A
COOBOR20F2024 20 x 24 2 mil Clear Pk500 N/A

Bed Covers
Available

Product # Dimensions Gauge Color UOMs HCPCS
COOBOR463665   46 x 36 x 65 1.5 mil Clear  Pk55 N/A
COOBOR463665B 46 x 36 x 65 1.5 mil Blue tint  Pk55 N/A
COOBOR7252T 72 x 52 1 mil Clear Pk200 N/A
COOBOR481441B 48 x 14 x 41 1.5 mil Blue tint Pk100 N/A
COOBOR161454 16 x 14 x 54 1.5 mil Clear Pk250 N/A

Available
Product # Dimensions Gauge Color UOMs HCPCS
COOCT1423W*   9 x 5 x 23 White  Cs1000 N/A
COOPBDS181856 18 x 18 1/2 x 6BG 1.5 mil Cs500 N/A
COORDS21216 12 x 16 2 mil Clear Cs500 N/A

Available
Product # Dimensions Gauge Color UOMs HCPCS
COOK48 Twin 39 x 9 x 90 1.5 mil Pk100 N/A
COOK48B Twin 39 x 9 x 90  1.5 mil Blue tint   Pk100 N/A

Pull-Tite™ Double Drawstring Bags

Available
Product # Dimensions Gauge UOMs HCPCS
COODS20812  8 x 12 2 mil Cs1000 N/A
COODS21218 12 x 18  2 mil Cs1000 N/A

Pull-Tite™ Double Drawstring Bags

Uplift Technologies

Elkay Plastics Company

Available
Product # Weight Capacity Size UOMs HCPCS
UPTUPE3 200 - 340lbs Plus Ea N/A
UPTUPE1 95 - 220lbs Standard Ea N/A

Available
Product # 17"W x 19"D UOMs HCPCS
UPTUL100 Lifts 80 - 230lbs Ea E0629
UPTUL300 Lifts 200 - 350lbs Ea E0629

Uplift Power Seat
The electric, portable, lifting seat that can be used
on most armchairs and sofas. It gently seats and
raises users providing safe, controlled support
using patented Levellift. Lifts 100% of the
user’s weight up to 300lbs. Lightweight
(12lbs), with built-in carry handle, easily
transported from room to room.  Stops
automatically when it reaches its maximum
height, or you can stop it by pushing down on the power lever.  Waterproof
incontinent cover is easily removed and washed.  Water-resistant coating on
foam surface can be wiped with a damp cloth.  Cushion is made of a high
density, slow-release memory foam that helps protect against pressure sores and
conforms to the shape of the body. Black.

UPEASY Power Seat
For use on most armchairs and sofas. Upeasy Power
Seat is electrically powered and gently raises and
lowers users. Weighs just 12lbs and lifts those
weighing up to 300lbs. Initially designed to
benefit those with arthritis, Parkinson’s, ALS,
degenerative joint disease or post-operative
conditions. Comes with a marine blue washable polyester cover.  

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
UPTUPEP100 16”W x 19”D Ea N/A

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
UUPPTTPPSS11000000 16"W x 19"D Ea E0628

Hundreds of New Items have been added to our line – check them out!
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Beds & Accessories

Innerspring Mattress
High-quality .312 innerspring design.
High-density poly fiber padding
increases comfort and mattress life.
Durable 11-ounce vinyl cover is anti-
bacterial, anti-static, acid-resistant,
and waterproof. Meets Fire Code
Regulations 16 CFR1632 and 16
CFR1633. 80"Lx36"Wx6"H. Weight
Capacity 250lbs. 1 year warranty.

drop

ship

Invacare® 

Invacare® Semi-Electric 
Home Care Bed
High-impact bed end panels are
more durable, scratch-resistant,
and washable for easy cleaning.
Universal bed end can be used as
either headboard or footboard on
any Invacare bed with the use of
the IVC drive shaft with silver
decal. DC low-voltage, compact

motor system is faster, quieter, and lighter and the IP66 rated waterproof
enclosures allow the entire system to be washable. Mattress & rails not included.
Assembly required. Pendant controlled electric positioning of upper body &
knees, manual crank located at foot end adjusts bed height. Dimensions: bed
height 15-23",  overall 36"Wx88"L, sleep surface 36"Wx80"L. Weight
Capacity:350 lbs. patient weight, 450lbs. inclusive of all accessories. Warranty: all
welds:5 years, mechanical/electrical:2 years. 

drop

ship

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV5410IVC* Ea E0297

Invacare® Full Electric 
Home Care Bed
All bed functions are controlled
with a hand held pendant.
Electric height adjustment facili-
tates tranfers for both the
patient and caregiver. 3" non-
marring casters with locks on
two wheels make the bed easy to
move & protects the floor sur-

faces while ensuring safe transfer. Height adjusts from 15-23". Sleep surface
36"Wx80"L, overall size 36"Wx88"L. Mattress and bed rails sold seperately.
Assembly required. Product weighs 177lbs. Weight Capacity: 350lbs. patient
weight, 450lbs. inclusive of all accessories. Warranty: All Welds:5 years,
Mechanical/electrical:2 years. 

drop

ship

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV5185* Ea E0271

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV5310IVC* Ea E0295

*Special Order Item

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
Full Electric Bed Package
INVBED21633* Ea E0265
INV5410IVC* Full Electric Bed
INV6629* Standard Spring loaded full-length Side rails
INV5185* Deluxe Mattress
Semi-Electric Bed, Single Crank HI/LO Package
INVBED41633* Ea E0260
INV5310IVC* Semi - Electric Bed
INV6629* Standard Spring loaded full-length Side rails
INV5185* Deluxe Mattress
Manual Bed, Single Crank HI/LO Package
INVBED8I633*          Ea E0255
INV5307IVC* Manual Bed
INV6629* Standard Spring loaded full-length Side rails
INV5185* Deluxe Mattress
Full Electric Bed Package
INVBED91633* Ea E0265
INV5410IVC* Full Electric Bed
INV6630* Half Length Side Rails
INV5185* Deluxe Mattress
Semi-Electric Bed, Single Crank HI/LO Package
INVBED10I633* Ea E0260
INV5310IVC* Semi - Electric Bed
INV6630* Half Length Side Rails
INV5185* Deluxe Mattress

Total Ease™ Home Care Packages
Everything you need in one convenient package: Bed, side rails and mattress.

drop

ship

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV5410LOW* Full-Electric Low Bed Ea E0297

INVBED39LOW1633* Full Electric Low Bed Package Ea E0265
INV5410LOW* Full Electric Bed Ea
INV6632* Assist Rails Ea
INV5185* Deluxe Mattress Ea

IVC Full Electric Low Bed
The split-spring design incorporated into the standard low bed profile combines
the easy, one-person delivery of an Invacare bed with the benefits of a low bed,
where rails are not desirable or appropriate, but injuries from falling out of bed
are still a concern. 9.5 - 20" floor-to-bed deck height. Overall dimensions: 36"W
x 88"L; sleep surface 36"W x 80"L. UL962 and CSA approved. Universal low bed
ends are durable, impact resistant and washable for easy cleaning. Mattress not
included. Weight capacity: 450lbs. Warranty on all Welds: 5 years.
Mechanical/Electrical parts: 2 years.

drop

ship

Beds & Accessories

A HCPCS code is not a guarantee of coverage or payment.
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Electric Home Care Bed Packages
Features strong base frame with more
clearance between the motor and the bed
frame. Reinforced head section with
universal bed ends and universal hi-lo rod.
Pivot points use self wrenching nut
system. German motor and electronics,
USA made steel and welds,  USA
construction. A single motor lifts both
head and foot. Easy assembly and
cleaning, with motor and electronics fully
removable. Easy to use hand pendant for
head or foot adjustment. Trendelenberg
and reverse Trendelenberg position
capable. Minimum height: 15”, maximum
height: 24”. Length: 87”, width: 36”.
Extremely quiet. In case of a power failure,
the head and foot sections can be lowered
by inserting a 9V battery on to the motor
via a simple connection. Includes mattress
and full length side rails. 450 lb weight
capacity. Two year warranty on frame &
electronics.

Full Electric Model
with 2 Motors

Semi-Electric Model
with Single Motor

Probasics™ By PMI

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Full Electric Model with 2 Motors
ISGHB3D* Ea E0265

Semi-Electric Composite Bed Package
ISGHBSMMPKG* Ea E0260

*Special Order Item

drop

ship

Lift Assist

Reliant Standup Power Lift
Adjustable pivoting leg support features a soft
pad with lateral contour that secures legs in three
positions for comfort at any height - Wide non-slip
footplate provides stable base for transfer.
Ergonomic features make it ideal for toilet transfers, as
well as for dependent and rehabilitation purposes.
Features include; fast, simple sling attachment that
protects against accidental disengagement; wide
push handle; good access for clothing removal; and
comfortable slings with extended back support that
prevents pressure in the axilla area. Innovative
adjustment features adapt to a wide  variety
of body sizes and shapes. That means
comfort at any height, width and weight
range up to 350 lb. Multifunction slings allow
for quick toileting, stand assist or full-support seated
transfer. Adjustable leg strap option secures leg against knee pad for optimum
positioning on footplate. Warranty includes three years on lift, one year on
electric components. Under-bed clearance of 4.5in allows accessibility to most
nursing home, hospital and home care bed styles. Removable battery eliminates
downtime.

drop

ship
Available

Product # UOMs HCPCS
INVRPS3501* Ea E0635

Invacare® 

CareGuard™ Hydraulic Lift
Makes patient moves safe for everyone involved. Slim
design with adjustable base provides versatility for
variety of transfer situations. Hydraulic pump delivers
450lbs. of lifting capacity. Six-point padded swivel bar adapts to all
sling styles and positions. Offers 360° patient rotation without side-
to-side sway. 20 - 64"range allows patient to be picked up from lying
position on floor. Pump handle rotates from side to side for comfort
and convenience of attendant. Lightweight (68lbs), durable chrome-
plated construction. Easy disassembly allows quick transport
setup. 6-.5" base clearance. Sling and sling
accessories sold separately. 3-year warranty on
lift.; 1-year warranty on hydraulic pump.

drop

ship

Reliant Plus Power Lift with Low Base
Base legs adjust easily and lock securely into open position
with the padded shifter handle. Total pinch-point protection
covers all moving parts for added safety. Covered base
provides protection against wear, dirt and moisture. Height
range allows lifting from floor and high surfaces. Padded
swivel bar with 360 degrees rotation and six-point hookup
allows use of Invacare chain-free slings as well as older-
style slings with chains or straps. Dimensions: base length
48", base width; open 41" closed 26.5", front casters 3",
rear casters 5", overall height @ sling hookup 25-71", base height 4.5". Product
weight:93lbs, weight capacity:450lbs. 3 year warranty on lift, one year on hydraulic pump.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INVRPL4501* Ea E0635

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV9805* Ea E0630

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG0085* Ea E0630

Hydraulic Patient Lift
Features include dual purpose, padded swivel bar for
added safety, rotating handle on hydraulic pump, heavy
duty round tube steel construction, chip resistant pow-
der coat brown vein finish and 5" casters. Adjustable
width base measures 22" closed and opens to 42.25"
for patient safety. Easily fits through small door open-
ings. Can be used with 4 or 6 point sling. Dimensions:
height 22-64", base height 6.5". Product only weighs
68lbs and disassembles for easy one man delivery.
Weight capacity 450lbs. Lifetime warranty on frame, 1
year on pump.

CareGuard™ Standard Polyester Slings
Length: 40.5", Width: 29". Requires chain or
straps, sold separately. 1-year warranty.

drop

ship

Probasics™ By PMI

*Special Order Item

Available
Product # Misc Info UOMs HCPCS
INV9042 Solid Polyester (without Cutout) Ea E0621
INV9043 Sold Polyester with Commode Cutout Ea E0621
INV9046 Polyester Mesh (without Cutout) Ea E0621
INV9047 Polyester Mesh with Commode Cutout Ea E0621
INV9070 Sling Straps Ea E0621
INV9071 Sling Chain Ea E0621

drop

ship

We have a full line of nutritional supplements, enteral feeding pumps and accessories!
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Reduced Gap Full Length Bed Rails
Invacare's new Reduced Gap Bed Rails take
the proactive approach to bed rail safety. The
new designs offer added protection to tradi-
tional bed rails by closing up the open area
that used to occur with the bed in the fully
articulated position. The spacing between the
crossbars of the reduced gap bed rails has also
been modified to reduce entrapment hazards.
1 year limited warranty. 

Reduced Gap Half-Length Bed Rail
Heavy duty bed rails feature 1" chrome 
plated, welded steel construction. Dual,
flat channel cross braces with wing nut
clamp assemblies. For optimal security,
four rails are recommended for each
bed. Assembly required. 32" long. 
1-year limited warranty.

drop

ship

Reduced Gap Home Bed Rail
Invacare's new Reduced Gap Bed Rails
take the proactive approach to bed rail
safety. The new designs offer added
protection to traditional bed rails by
closing up the open area that used to
occur with the bed in the fully articulated
position. The spacing between the

crossbars of the reduced gap bed rails has also been modified to reduce
entrapment hazards. 1 year limited warranty. 

drop

ship

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV6629* Pk2 E0310

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV6630* Pk2 E0305

*Special Order Item

Bed Rails

Fixed Offset Trapeze Bars
Helps patients change positions in bed and transfer
from bed to chair with minimal assistance. A wide
range of height adjustments and hand bar positions
maximize patient accessibility. Heavy-gauged
octagon-steel construction with no tools required
for an easy assembly. Nylon coating ensures a
secure grip on handbar. Wall bumpers and padded
mounting brackets protect bed ends and wall
surfaces. For use on 7714P floor stand or on any
Invacare home care bed end. Octagon steel 1.25"
tubing. Overall Height: 61". 34" reach. Product
weighs 17lb. 3 year warranty. 

Trapeze Floor Stand Painte
Provides freestanding support for 7740P Fixed
Trapeze Bar. Folds flat for convenient storage and
handling. 38"H x 32"W x 40"L. Product weighs
24lbs. Assisted weight capacity of 250lbs. 3 year
warranty. 

drop

ship

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV7714P* Ea E0940

drop

ship

Available
Product # Between Hand Rails UOMs HCPCS
INV6631* 36 -62" Pk2 N/A

Adjustable Bedside Assistant®

Bed handle handrail is four pieces that assemble
easily using snap-buttons. Handle is 20"W with a
cushioned grip surface and extends a full 3' under
the mattress. Height adjusts from 16" to 20" in
five height positions. Fits most home beds 
including platform beds and waterbeds. Gold
anodized aluminum tubing has a non-slip, soft,
black foam grip surface. Adjusts without removal
from the bed. Can be secured with buckle and
strap (included) when needed. Weight: 2lbs.

Bed Handles

Travel Handles™
Deluxe bed handles for home and travel
provide help with standing, sitting, rising or
rolling over in bed. Stable in all directions, can
be pushed, pulled, lifted and leaned on. Fits
any size bed with box spring and mattress.
29" extensions fit under mattress. 20"W 
grip surface. Aluminum, with snap-button 
connections and white vinyl handgrip and 
friction sleeves. Weight: 1.5 lbs per handle.

Available
Product # Misc Info UOMs HCPCS
HCPSRLE Smart-RailTM Leg Extenders Pk2 N/A
HCPSRS Smart-RailTM Ea N/A

Smart-Rail™
Unlike fixed-style bed rails, the Smart-Rail™ can
unlock and pivot outward to provide better standing
and transferring support. Unique ”Safety Latch“ design
provides positive locking of rail at bedside and easy
unlocking. Lift rail 1" to unlock for 1 to 3 step transfer
in open position. Installs in seconds by inserting the sup-
port frame between the box spring and mattress, secur-
ing with safety straps, and adjusting the rail height. Fits
conventional box spring and mattress beds. For 8 - 12"
mattresses, use Smart-Rail™ Leg Extenders to adjust
rail height from 30 - 35". Weight capacity: 300lbs.

Healthcraft Products

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
BEDAJ1 Ea N/A

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
BEDBA11W 16"H Pk2 N/A

Invacare® 

Bed Rails

drop

ship

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV7740P* Ea E0910

Help prevent skin breakdown with pressure relieving products.
See our Skin Care and Durable Medical Equipment Sections.
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The Transfer Handle® Bed Rail
Makes getting into and out of bed easier, helps maintain
mobility and independence while reducing risk of falls.
Easy to install, no tools required, simply slide the 30”L x
27”W bed board between the mattress and box spring
and attach the handle. The 4” internal width of the han-
dle helps prevent entrapment. Fits any size home-style
bed. Off white color. Handle length 22", outside width
6". Product weighs 17lbs. Weight capacity 250lbs. 

Mobility Transfer

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MTS2025 Ea N/A
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FREEDOM Grip® Economy Bed Handle
Helps prevent falls and rolling out of bed.
Comes complete with a 20x28" bed board that
easily slides between the mattress and box
spring. Handle is steel construction and has a
rubberized grip for security. Tool free assembly.
Fits any sized home-style bed. Handle width 9",
height 20.5". Product weighs 11lbs. Weight
capacity 250lbs. 

FREEDOM Grip® Travel Bed Handle.
The handle that goes where you go!  Made of
tubular steel, assembles in seconds and requires no
tools. Fits easily into a suitcase or travel bag for
ease of transport when disassembled. When
assembled, slide the base between the mattress
and box spring and secure to the bed frame with
the included nylon strapping. The handle has a
foam cushion grip for extra comfort and is height
adjustable from 23-26" in 1" increments to
accommodate thicker mattresses.  Fits any sized
home-style bed. Handle width; (outer) 8.75"
(inner) 7", base length 29", base width 10.5-27".
Product weight:6lbs, weight capacity:250lbs.

SafetySure® StandEase™
Ideal for individuals with arthritis, recovering from hip

surgery, osteoporosis or anyone that has difficulty standing. Lightweight, can be
moved from room to room or take it with you on trips to your family and friends.
Easy to install, no tools required. Front legs are height adjustable to
accommodate most sofas and chairs. Arms are covered with a non-slip surface
for added safety. Tubular steel construction provides strength and durability.
Handle width; back 20" front 20-22", handle depth 24", handle height 26.5-
30". Product weight:8lbs, weight capacity:350lbs.

drop

ship

drop

ship

FREEDOM Grip® Plus Bed Handle
The FREEDOM Grip® Plus has all of the features and
benefits of the FREEDOM Grip® with the added benefit of
a height adjustable handle that accommodates thicker
mattresses. Handle adjusts from 21.5-24.5" in 1"
increments. Handle width 9", bed board width 20", bed
board length 29". Product Weight:11lbs, weight
capacity:250lbs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MTS502* Ea N/A

drop

ship

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MTS505* Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MTS970 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MTS501 Ea N/A

*Special Order Item

We are your most complete source of home health supplies! If you don’t see it, ask us for it!
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Reversable Slant Rail™
Versatile, two handles in one! The reversibility
feature of the SlantRail™allows the patient to
choose the placement that best fits their needs,
offering a wide range of holding and leverage
points to help promote better bed mobility.
Installation is simple and easy, no tools
required. Two support tubes, with foam wraps,
are placed between the mattress and box
spring. Simply position the support tubes and
snap the SlantRail™ in place. Fits any home-
style bed. Handle height 10-21", width 18.5".
Product weight:7lbs, weight capacity:250lbs.

drop

ship

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
MTS2025H Spring Based Ea N/A
MTS4025H* 2 piece Spring Based Ea N/A
MTS6025H* Pan Base Based Ea N/A
MTS8025H* 2 piece Pan Base Style Ea N/A

Transfer Handle® For Hospital Style Beds
Provides the first line of defense for fall
prevention and patient independence. Improves
patient ability to get into and out of bed and
minimizes the risk of injury to patient and
caregiver. Handle easily removes. Available in
two models – spring based (2025H, 4025H) and
pan based (6025H, 8025H) beds. Both models
available in single or double handled styles.
Meets federal non-entanglement guidelines.

Easy installation, attaches directly to the bed frame, no tools required. 250lb
weight capacity.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
MTS600* Ea N/A

Bed Cane and Organizer
It's easier to get in and out of bed with
Standers’ Bed Cane. Strong and sturdy, the
steel "cane" with cushion grip handle is
mounted on a board that secures between
your mattress and box spring. Easy to install
and folds down for travel or storage. Attaches
securely to any size home or hospital bed with
included safety strap; also works well with
adjustable beds. Adjusts from 19-22" high and
can accommodate the thicker pillow top
mattresses. Includes a 4-pocket Bed Cane
Organizer that gives easy access to items
needed close to the bed. 15" rail width. Base
dimensions 23x19". Product weighs 12lbs.
Weight Capacity 350lbs. 

Standers Inc.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
STD2041 Ea N/A

Bed Rail Advantage Traveler and Organizer
The most portable bed rail on the market!
Requires no assembly. Weighs only 7lbs,
folds for travel and even fits in a suit case.
Features a cushioned foam grip that is easy
to sanitize. The rail is 17" wide and  22” 
high to accommodate thicker pillow top
mattresses. Attaches to any size home or
hospital bed frame with included safety
strap; also works well with adjustable beds.
Includes 4-pocket Bed Rail organizer for
keeping handy items close by. Weight
capacity: 400lbs

A heart attack 
is a life-threatening event. Everyone should know the warning signs of a heart attack and how to get emergency
help. Many people suffer permanent damage to their hearts or die because they do not get help immediately. 

30" Pivoting Safety Bed Rail
Works well as a side rail for
preventing falls, and as a sup-
port bar for getting in and out
of bed. Folds down and out of
the way when not in use.
Attaches to any size home or
hospital bed with included
dual safety strap and at 23”
high will accommodate taller
pillow top mattresses; also
works well with adjustable

beds. 3" gap between rails. Reversible – Can be placed on either side of the bed.
Assembly: Installs in minutes with 4 bolts and allen wrench (included). Product weighs
12lbs. Weight Capacity 400lbs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
STD8050 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
STD5000 Ea N/A

*Special Order Item

Security Bed Rails - Single or Double Sided
Helps keep patients secure and reduces the
risk of rolling out of bed. Available in single
or double-sided models in 18" or 30"
lengths. The single side model fits any size
home-style bed, while the double side model
fits up to a full sized bed. Choose 18" length
for patients that need minimal restraint and

wish to remain independent.  For patients that need more restraint, the 30"
length is recommended. When not in use, the rails can be lowered and covered
by the bedspread. Tool free assembly.  Weight capacity: 250lbs.

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
MTS1875* 18” Single Security Rail Ea N/A
MTS1885* 2 piece 18” Single Security Rail Ea,Pk2 N/A
MTS5075* 30” Single Security Rail Ea N/A
MTS5085* 2 piece 30” Single Security Rail Ea,Pk2 N/A

drop

ship

drop

ship

Bed Rails

Diabetics are prone to skin problems – see our Skin Care Products Section.
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EZ Adjust Bed Rail
The only bed rail that
adjusts in length after
installation. Works well
as a side rail for
preventing falls, as well
as a support bar for
getting in and out of bed.
Adjusts from 26” to 34”
to 42" with the push of a
button and locks into
place. Folds down and
out of the way when not
in use. Can be installed
on either side of the bed
in between the mattress
and box spring. Includes
a dual safety strap that secures it to the bed frame. Works well on any size home
or hospital bed rail and at 23" high it accommodates the thicker pillow top
mattresses; also works well with adjustable beds. Includes a 6-pocket organizer,
prevents entrapment and is perfect for keeping handy items close by. 3" gap
between rails. Product weighs 14lbs. Weight capacity 400lbs. 

30” Safety Bed Rail 
& Padded Pouch
Works well on either side of
the bed as a side rail for
preventing falls, and as a
support bar for getting in and
out of bed. Includes a bumper
pad with an 8-pocket
organizer pouch that is
perfect for keeping handy
items close by. Folds down
and out of the way when not in use. Attaches to any size home or hospital bed
with included dual safety strap and at 23” high will accommodate taller pillow
top mattresses; also works well with adjustable beds. 3" gap between rails.
Product weighs 12lbs. Weight Capacity 400lbs. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
STD8000 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
STD8051* Ea N/A

drop

ship

Comfort Plus Bed Rail Pad
Protection against the bumps, bruises
and skin tears that can occur when
skin comes in contact with metal bed
rails. Fire retardant polyurethane foam
with antibacterial, Staph Chek cover
meets California Technical Bulletin 117
requirements. Pads are latex-free, do
not interfere with the operation of the
side rails, and fold easily for storage.
Wash with soap and water. 1 Pair.
Navy.

Val Med

Available
Product # Dimensions Style UOMs HCPCS

Full-Rail Size
VALVM3010NVST 58" x 16" x 1" Full rail size Pk2 N/A

Half-Rail Size
VALVM3015NVST 30" x 16" x 1" Half rail size Pk2,Cs3 N/A

*Special Order Item

Comfort Plus Fall Pad
Bi-fold fall pad provides protection 
for patients who are at risk of falling 
out of bed. High density, fire retardant
foam pad has an antimicrobial cover.
Folds in the middle for storage. Navy.

Available
Product # Dimensions UOMs HCPCS
VALVM3570NVST 35" x 70" x 2" Ea N/A
VALVM3580NVST* 35" x 80" x 4" Ea N/A

drop

ship

Zippered Mattress Cover
High quality Invacare mattress covers
are designed to keep mattresses clean
and fresh and protect them from
stains, odors, dust, and incontinence.
Made of non-allergenic waterproof
vinyl. 30-day warranty.

Available
Product # Dimensions UOMs HCPCS
INVMC0195 80"L x 6"H x 36"W Pk12 N/A

Bed Sheets - Bedside Tables

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV6417 Ea N/A

Auto-Touch Overbed Table 
Height easily adjusts for comfort while reading,
writing or eating. Attractive, walnut wood-grained
laminate top with a T-molded edge designed to resist damage.
Heavy-gauge chrome-plated, tubular, welded steel construction
ensures durability, and the 1.5" casters ensure smooth mobility in
any direction. Light upward touch on patented spring-loaded
locking handle allows table to elevate freely. Unique 
U-base design permits use with chairs. Base
15.5"Wx26"L, table top .75"Hx15"Wx30"L,
height adjusts 27.25-42". Product weight:27lbs,
weight capacity:25lbs. 1 year limited warranty.

Tilt Top Table
Overbed table allows three angle positions in
either direction using tilt-release lever. Table
elevates freely with light upward touch;
downward touch locks it into position. Adjustable height for
comfort while reading, writing or eating. Supports up to 25lbs of
evenly distributed weight in lowest position. Attractive walnut
wood-grained laminate top measures .75"Hx15"Wx30" L, base
15.5"Wx26"L, height adjusts 25.75-39". Weighs 28lbs. 1 year
limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INV6418 Ea N/A

Invacare® 

See our expanded line of respiratory products for home use!
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Invacare® Cotton Home Care Bed-in-A-Bag
Complete bedding set in a 100% premium cotton. Items include 1 each: jersey
knit fitted bottom sheet, top sheet, pillowcase and cotton thermal blanket. 100%
cotton jersey knit fabric never needs ironing. Unique two-way stretch keeps
sheets and pillowcase smooth and wrinkle-free. Bottom sheet has patented
“Envelope Design” which wraps deeply around the mattress—corners will not
slip off. Semi-fitted top sheet features “Foot-Ease” fold at the end for extra foot
room and reduced pressure on heels. Fits hospital bed mattress up to 36" x 80"
x 8". Standard size pillowcase. Machine wash and dry, bleachable. Open cell
construction thermal blanket is preshrunk for long term service and 
breathable for warmth and comfort.

Invacare® Cotton/Polyester Home Care 
Bed-in-A-Bag
Complete bedding set in a cotton polyester
blend, includes 1 each 180-thread count: jersey
knit fitted bottom sheet, top sheet, pillowcase
and cotton blend thermal blanket. 50/50
cotton/polyester surface jersey knit fabric bed
linens never need ironing. Unique two-way
stretch keeps sheets smooth and wrinkle-free.

Fits hospital bed mattress up to 36" x 80" x 8". Open cell construction 
thermal blanket is preshrunk for long term service and breathable for 
warmth and comfort.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG661EBBCB Ea N/A

Pillow Case Bottom Sheet Top Sheet

*Special Order Item

Invacare® Sleep-Knit™ Fitted
Hospital Bed Sheets 
and Pillowcase
Patented design specifically
for hospital beds stays in
place even when head or foot of
bed is raised. Comfortable, cotton
blend. Special knit construction and
2-way stretch keeps sheets smooth and
wrinkle-free—never needs ironing. The contoured
bottom sheet has “envelope” design corners that wrap deeply around the mattress
for a smooth, secure fit that will not slip off and stretches to accommodate mattress
overlays. The semi-fitted top sheet is designed with two contoured corners to keep
the bed tidy and has a “Foot-Ease” fold at the end of the sheet that provides extra
foot room and reduces pressure on the heels. Machine wash and dry, bleachable.
White.

Invacare® Hospital Mattress Cover with Zipper
All vinyl mattress cover with zipper 
completely encloses the mattress. Available
to fit standard and bariatric size mattresses.

Available
Product # Size Dimensions UOMs HCPCS
ISG6612906 Queen Bed 60”x 80”x 9” Ea N/A
ISG6612913 Twin Bed 39”x 75”x 9” Ea N/A
ISG6612920 Full Bed 54”x 75”x 9” Ea N/A
ISG6612937 King Bed 78”x 80”x 9” Ea N/A

Invacare® Zippered Vinyl Mattress Protector
Hospital grade vinyl protector provides basic
waterproof protection for your mattress. Easy
to maintain – just wipe clean. Antibacterial.
One year guarantee. Zippered and fully
encased features 6 gauge strength.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
ISG66124B 36"W x 80"L x 8"D Bottom Sheet Ea N/A
ISG66124P 20" x 26" Standard Pillowcase Ea N/A
ISG66124T 36"W x 80"L x 8"D Top Sheet Ea N/A

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
ISG661ZMP Standard 36" x 80" x 6" Ea N/A
ISGQ790 Bariatric 42" x 80" x 7" Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HRMCS3695 Ea N/A

Hospital Sheets and Pillow Case 3 Pack Set
This set includes one flat sheet, one pillow
case, and one Hospital contour fitted
sheet. High quality and designed specifi-
cally for hospital beds. Washable. White
only. Fitted Sheet is 36"x80". Flat Sheet is
66"x104". Pillow case is 30"x20".  

Hermell

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
UNV09396 Ea N/A

Tilt Top Bedside Table
This unique bedside table is designed for
quick assembly and easy use. Even in the tilt
position it has a small section that remains
flat- a perfect place to hold cups, glasses,
remote controls or other items you want to
keep close at hand. Height adjusts for
comfort; tilts in either direction, wheels lock
for stability.  Walnut wood grain laminate top
measures 31”L overall; stationary section is
7.5” and tilt section is 23.5”;14.5”W. Weight:
20 lbs. 1-year limited warranty.

Home and Business
Consumer Products

Invacare® Supply Group

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
ISG661PBBAC Reg Hospital Bed Ea N/A
ISG661BBBCB Bariatric Bed Ea N/A

Bed Sheets

Our expanded mobility and ambulatory products help keep patients independent.
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*Special Order Item

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
DUR20281 20"L x 6"W Ea N/A

Blanket Support
Protects sensitive skin areas from weight of
heavy blankets. Tubular aluminum frame;
inserts between box spring and mattress.
Adjusts to 19"H, making it easier to turn and
move.

Mabis/DMI (a Briggs Company)

Gel Foam Mattress Overlay
Several large 2" thick gel blad-
ders encased inside polyurethane
foam mattress core provide max-
imum patient comfort and helps
prevent and treat pressure ulcers.
Gel stays under patient and will
not migrate from point of pres-
sure. Reversible for increased ser-
vice life. Durable base material
with strong elastic corner straps
reduce overlay movement. Vapor
permeable water-resistant cover
with low friction and shear. Does not contain latex. 77"Lx36"Wx3.5"H. Product
weights 55lbs. Weight Capacity 250lbs. 6 month warranty.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
INVSPS1080*  80 in X 35.5 in X 6 in. Ea E0184

Solace Prevention Foam Mattress 
Two layer quality foam designed
for preventing pressure ulcers. 
A zoned top layer relieves 
pressure in the important suscep-
tible body zones, while the convolut-
ed fortress cut foam offers more surface
area for resident support and relief. Includes
softer head and heel sections to help protect
vulnerable areas. Helps distribute weight and
lower interface pressure to help prevent pressure
ulcers in low risk patients. 70 denier nylon cover guards against friction with
non-skid bottom surface. Convolute foam helps circulate air around mattress
user. Overall Length 80"Lx36"Wx6"H. Flammability: Meets 16 CFR 1632 and 16
CFR 1633 TB 129 and ASTM 1590. 5 year warranty on mattress, 1 year on cover.

drop

ship

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
INVIVCGFMO2* Ea E0185

Pressure Reduction Support Surfaces
Invacare® 

Alternating Pressure Relief Mattress
Replacement System
Aids in the treatment &
prevention of pressure ulcers.
Pump features a clip-on
hanger, adjustable comfort
range, visible normal and 
low pressure indicators and a static
function to suspend the alternating mode.
Cycle time is 8min with pressure ranges from 30-
50 mmHg. Mattress has 20 interchangeable, individual, 8”
nylon/polyurethane air bladders for easy cleaning & maintenance and features
an emergency CPR valve and quick connector for easy operation. Vapor
permeable, water resistant cover zips off for cleaning. Slip-resistant mat and
securing straps on the mattress base provide added safety. Pump dimensions:
9.8"x5.3"x3.7", mattress dimensions 78.7"x35.4"x8". Pump weighs 4lbs,
mattress weighs 22lbs. Weight capacity 350lbs. 1 year warranty. Blue. Latex-free.  

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
ISGPM100C 78.7" x 35.4" x 8"(Inflated) Ea E0277

Invacare® Supply Group

Alternating Pressure Relief Bubble Pad
System with Pump
Alternating pressure relief
system specifically designed for
the treatment of pressure sores
stage l and II, and for prevention.
Control knob adjusts comfort
range in 8 levels. Pressure range 50-
105mmHg. Cycle time 8 min/60Hz, 9.6
min/50Hz. Features patented air
compressor chamber with ultra-quiet operation,
external air filter intake, and securing straps on the mattress.
Pump dimensions: 9.8"x5.3"x3.7". Mattress dimensions: 80"x33.9"x2.5". Mattress & pump
each weigh 4lbs. Weight capacity 220lbs.
Latex free.

Replacement Medicare 11 Gauge Vinyl Pad
Measures 78" x 34" x 2-1/2" inflated. 130 bubble cells (meets Medicare guide-
lines). Use with ISGPM100A. Latex-free. 220 lb weight capacity.

Invacare® Air Flotation Mattress
Overlay with Manual Pump
Attaches to a mattress
with adjustable corner
straps to create a 3" static air 
cushion for patients at risk of skin injury.
18 gauge, medical grade vinyl. Two inflation
valves for use with manual hand pump (included). CPR
release valve for rapid deflation. Weight: 4lbs. 6-month warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG1401 Ea,Cs10 A4640
ISG1401FL With flaps under head and foot, so pad doesn’t slide Ea A4640

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG662AFM 76"L x 33"W x 3"H (Inflated) Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISGPM100A Ea E0181

We have a complete selection of room deodorizers and air fresheners.
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Memory Foam Mattress Overlay
Visco-elastic foam eliminates pressure and provides maximum support and
comfort. Responds to body weight and temperature to disperse pressure evenly
around bony prominences at hip and shoulders. Antibacterial, antifungal and
dust mite resistant. Magnetic inner cover helps relieve pain. Machine washable
outer cover. Ivory.

Available
Product # Size Dimensions UOMs HCPCS
ISGMM Twin 74” x 38” x 2” Ea N/A
ISGMM2 Queen 80” x 60” x 2” Ea N/A
ISGMM3* King    80” x 76” x 2” Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HUNB32 Ea E0182

Bubble Pad for Alternating Pressure System
HUNOPB2L Ea A4640

Betabed II®
Alternating Pressure Pump Only
Unit includes pump, pressure regulator,
weight guide. Variable pressure. Pressure
range 40 - 90mmHg. Pad sold separately.

Arjo Huntleigh

Pressure Management

Prodigy Mattress Overlay®

Patented, durable polyvinyl overlay designed
for individuals at risk from skin breakdown
and/or who have a stage I or II skin ulcer. Non
powered, multi-zoned, adjustable mattress
system features interconnected, 5"x 7"x
3.5" air-filled cells that are easy to set up,

inflate and adjust. Requires no external power source. Lightweight, durable and easy
to clean. System comes in three sections, each weighing 2 lbs and measuring 27"x
36". Fits a standard hospital or homecare bed. Approximate Weight: 3lbs. per section
(9.5lbs. per mattress). Weight Limit 300lbs for the complete system. 12 month
limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
RHOPRODIGYSYS Ea E0197

Sofsheep™ Genuine Sheepskin Pad
100% genuine medical sheepskin pad
absorbs twenty times more moisture than
synthetics, and remains soft and pliable after
repeated laundering. A natural preventative
of Decubitis ulcers (bed sores), sheepskin
allows air circulation for warmth in winter
and coolness in the summer.  Approximately
8 - 10 sq ft.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
SHP101 ave. 3'L x 2.5'W Ea E0189
SHP105 ave. 6'L x 2.5'W Ea E0189

SILICORE® Bed Pad
Cushions and protects all pressure-prone
areas of the body. SPENCO® SILICORE®

Fibers, unique siliconized hollow core shafts
that won’t mat down, retain their loft and air
flow. Washable and dryable. Reversible with
moisture-resistant nylon on the other side.
Made in USA. 78" x 36".

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
SPE31005 Ea E0199

Roho Group

Sheepskin Ranch

Spenco

*Special Order Item

Environmentally Friendly 
Convoluted Mattress Overlays
The new eco friendly foam mattress
overlay reduces pressure to help prevent
pressure sores. Offers a cool, dry, and
comfortable surface for restful sleep, as it
improves circulation by distributing weight
evenly. New green technology provides
comfort and quality foam from plant based

material instead of depending on 100% petroleum. This new technology leaves
a 25% smaller environmental footprint than conventional foam material. 1.5
density.   

Environmentally Friendly 
Convoluted Foam Hospital Bed Pads
The new eco friendly foam bed pads provide
superior weight distribution, support,
comfort, and pressure relief. New green
technology provides comfort and quality
foam products from plant based material
instead of depending on 100% petroleum.

This new technology leaves a 25% smaller environmental footprint than
conventional foam material. 32” W x 72” L, density 1.2, roller compressed pad.

Available
Product # Height UOMs HCPCS
VALVM7201HB 3" Ea E0199
VALVM7220HB 2" Ea N/A
VALVM7233HB 4" Ea E0199

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
VALVM9101 Full 50" x 72" x 2" Ea N/A
VALVM9102 Queen 56" x 72" x 2" Ea N/A
VALVM9103 King 72" x 72" x 2" Ea N/A
VALVM9107 Full 50" x 72" x 4" Ea E0199
VALVM9108 Queen 56" x 72" x 4" Ea E0199
VALVM9110 Twin 34" x 72" x 2" Ea N/A

Val Med

CPR...”Buying Time”
The value of early CPR by bystanders is that it can
“buy time“ by maintaining some blood flow to the
heart and brain during cardiac arrest. Early bystander
CPR is less helpful if EMS personnel equipped with a
defibrillator arrive later than 8-12 minutes after the
collapse.

We are your most complete source of home health supplies! If you don’t see it, ask us for it!
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Fast Response Kit
The Fast Response Kit contains
tools and supplies typically need-
ed for patient care and person-
al protection. Includes: 2
pairs of Hypoallergenic
nitrile gloves, laerdal pocket
breathing mask, paramedic scissors, gallant chest hair razor, and large extra-
absorbent paper towel contained in a 5-1/2" x 9-1/2" zippered pouch

Durable Medical Equipment & ADL’s
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Specialty Medical Equipment

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PLPM5066A Ea E0617

HeartStart OnSite Defibrillator
The HeartStart OnSite Defibrillator is designed for
the ordinary person in the extraordinary moment.
Innovative technology, based on extensive
research and user feedback, has produced a
defibrillator so easy to use that, with minimal
training, you can potentially save the life of a co-
worker, friend, or anyone else stricken with
sudden cardiac arrest. This unit is specifically
designed for commercial settings. Includes: battery pack, adult SMARTpad
cartridge, reference guide, and manual. 5-year warranty. 

Every year in the US, sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) claims the lives of more than
340,000 people and hundreds of thousands more worldwide. Today, fewer
than 5% of SCA victims survive, largely because defibrillators do not reach
them in time. External defibrillation (AED) technology helps improve survival
outcomes where ever and when ever sudden cardiac arrest occurs. With the
purchase of the HeartStart Home Defibrillator, Philips is pleased to offer 
discount coupons for CPR/AED training courses from the American Red Cross,
American Heart Association, and Medic First Aid.

Philips

HeartStart Home Defibrillator
The HeartStart Home Defibrillator is specifically designed for the home. Virtually
anyone can use it to help save a life that may otherwise be lost to sudden cardiac
arrest. The device is designed to deliver a life-saving shock, and in the process,
provide calm and steady guidance to the person who must operate it. Includes case,
battery pack, adult SMART Pads cartridge, and training video. 5-year warranty. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PLPM5068A Ea E0617

4-Year Lithium Battery
The battery’s shelf life is typically four years, and the
“Install by” date is printed on the battery for easy ref-
erence. Use of HeartStart, its training cartridges, addi-
tional battery insertion tests or exposure to harsh envi-
ronments may shorten the battery life. One per pack-
age. No recharging needed.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PLPM5070A Ea K0607

Adult SMART Pads Cartridge
The HeartStart Adult SMART Pads are for people older
than 8 years of age or weighing more than 55 pounds.
The cartridge contains two self-adhesive pads. Shelf life,
2-years. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PLPM5071A Ea K0609

Infant/Child SMART Pads Cartridge
The HeartStart Infant/Child SMART Pads are for
children less than 8 years of age or weighing
less than 55 pounds. The cartridge contains two
self-adhesive pads. Shelf life, 2-years. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PLPM5072A Ea K0609

Wall Mount Bracket F/Onsite and Home Defib. 
Wall Bracket, conveniently stores your
HeartStart Home Defibrillator and have it
easily accessible in case of emergency.
Sturdy silver wall bracket; measures 10.5"
x 5.5" x 7.25". Product weight 1.3 lbs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PLPM3857A Ea N/A

Emergency personnel
can often stop arrhythmias with emergency CPR 
(cardiopulmonary resuscitation), defibrillation (elec-
trical shock), and prompt advanced cardiac life 
support procedures. If care is sought soon enough,
blood flow in the blocked artery can be restored in
time to prevent permanent damage to the heart. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PLP68PCHAT Ea N/A

Regular blood testing helps keep diabetes in control. See the Diabetic section for the widest array of products.
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Natural Spectrum®

Desk Lamp
Bring daylight

indoors. This lamp scientifically tunes
light for the eyes of readers, crafters, and computer users. Natural

Spectrum® light makes visually demanding tasks easier to perform,
brings true colors to life, and reduces glare, eyestrain, and fatigue.
Flexible gooseneck and high/low brightness control allow easy
directional and regulation of light. Energy efficient system provides
150 watts of incandescent illumination from a 27 watt bulb.

Dimensions: base 9.6” x 7”; head 9.5” x 5.75” x 1.75”;
height 15” at 90 degree position, 26.5” extended.
Weight: 3 lbs. 1-year limited warranty.

114

Day-Light Bright Light Therapy System
The Day-Light is a specially designed bright light therapy
lamp recommended by doctors as first line treatment for
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) or the “winter blues”
and other non-seasonal mood disorders. Used in clinical
research for over 10 years, the Day-Light conforms to all
standards set by light therapy experts. It provides the
recommended 10,000 lux light dosage, the light source
is delivered at an angle that mimics outdoor light and
it is 100% UV-filtered for safety. 20-30 minutes each
morning is all it takes to significantly improve energy
levels and regulate sleep patterns for those who
respond to light therapy. The Day-Light with its
adjustable legs can be used alone or with the built-in,

tilt-back stand, which also fits conveniently into standard carry-on luggage. Three-
compact fluorescent light tubes (4,000 Kelvin) deliver 10,000 lux at 12 inches for light
therapy usage. Two-way switch allows alternative 2-bulb, 7,000 lux setting. Light
measures 13.25"x16"x3"; weighs 6.5 lbs. 5-year limited warranty. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
UPTDL930 Ea N/A

Day-Light Sky
The Day-Light Sky Bright Light
Therapy System serves as both a
therapy and task light, featuring
BrightZone™ Technology for
maximum 10,000 LUX output
within a broad field of
illumination. Designed to provide
timed, intense doses of white
light to treat specific conditions,
meets the stringent bright light

therapy guidelines set by leading experts. Bright light therapy is recommended
as a first line treatment for the winter blues and can also help improve sleep
patterns, jet lag and shift work adjustment usually with only a daily 20-30 minute
treatment. The Day-Light Sky is contemporary, smaller, and more discreet for
home or office; measures 13.75” in length by 10.5” wide. Adjustable height for
therapeutic use or everyday task lighting, minimum 25”/maximum 27.25”.
Weight: 8.2lbs. Five-year limited warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
UPTDL2000 Ea N/A

Uplift Technologies

Verilux®, Inc.

*Special Order Item

Available
Product # Size Color UOMs HCPCS
VLXVH03WW4 1.5” x 10.39” Ivory Ea N/A

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
VLXVD01AA1* Ivory Ea N/A

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
VLXVB01JJ4 Silver Ea N/A

Available
Product # Color UOMs HCPCS
VLXVH07WW1* White Ea N/A

CleanWave UV-C
Portable Sanitizing
Wand

Eliminates up to 99.9% of viruses
(including H1N1), bacteria (including
MRSA), germs, mold, dust mite and flea
eggs on surfaces. It’s small, compact size
makes sanitizing smaller surfaces and
tight spaces quick and easy. Eliminate
germs on doorknobs, remote controls,
keyboards, and electronics in seconds.
Carry with you to sanitize surfaces in
public restrooms, plane and train head-
rests, hotel room surfaces, and more.
Weight: 0.3lbs. Ivory. 1-year limited 
warranty.

Natural
Spectrum® Book
and Travel Light

Take this palm sized computer and
reading light in a purse, pocket or brief-
case to provide flicker-free, glare-free
indoor daylight anywhere; enhances
vision and reduces eyestrain. Ingenious
design with cold-cathode bulb that never
needs replacing. Clips to books or

stands on its own; makes it easier
to see laptop keyboards, too.
High/low switch; lamp head
swivels. Powered by USB cable

(included) or 2 regular AA batteries
(not included). Includes built-in charger for rechargeable batteries and carrying
case. Dimensions: base 3.0” x 3.4” x 0.9”; height open 3.5”. Weight: 2.2oz. 1-
year limited warranty.

CleanWave UV-C Portable
Sanitizing Furniture and Bed Vac
Uses UV-C light to eliminates
up to 99.9% of dust mite and
flea eggs, bacteria , germs, and
other viruses (including H1N1)
from surfaces in your home.
Keeps bedding and other sur-
faces germ free without harsh
chemicals. Ideal for curtains,
chairs, sofas, and upholstery.
The detachable hand vacuum
is perfect for quick clean-ups

and reaching into corners and crevices. 400 watts of power with cyclonic action
creates strong suction. Easy empty, bagless design and micro-allergy filtration
prevent recirculation of pollutants. Includes crevice tool and brush head. ETL list-
ed. Overall dimensions: body length 13”L x 5.35”W; power head 13.5”. Weight:
5lbs.1-year limited warranty.

Specialty Medical Equipment

Encourage patients to exercise and monitor their fitness regularly.
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*Special Order Item

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ZOL21000010102011010* Ea E0617

drop

ship

Zoll

Zoll AED Plus Automated External Defibrillator 
Zoll is more then a defibrillor, it's a Full-Rescue AED. Zoll believes an AED should
not just deliver shock, it should also help the rescuer provide high quality CPR.
ZOLL's AED Plus®features Real CPR Help®, a tool that provide feedback to help
you do it well. Audio and visual prompts help you rescue with confidence and
clarity Includes: Zoll AED Plus, one CPR-D Pad, a one-piece electrode pad for fast
and accurate placement (5 year warranty), one sleeve of batteries (5 year war-
ranty), one soft carry case, and one wall mount. 

Lymphedema Pumps

Available
Product # Misc. Info UOMs HCPCS
HUN510003 Appliances Not Included Ea E0650

Flowtron® Hydroven 3 Pump
Used with Hydroven 1 or Hydroven 3
garments for the treatment of lymphedema
or venous stasis ulcers. Lightweight pump
features pressure gauge and pressure
regulator dial for cycle of 90 seconds
inflation/90 seconds deflation. Bilateral
compression capability. 1-year warranty, parts
and labor.

Arjo Huntleigh

Flowtron® Hydroven FPR Pump
Used with Hydroven FPR sequential
compression garments for the treatment of
lymphedema or venous statis ulcers.
Lightweight pump features pressure gauge
and regulator dial with cycle time 2 
min inflation/1 min deflation. Bilateral
compression capacity with the BL300; 1-
year warranty parts and labor. 

Flowtron® Hydroven 1 & Hydroven 3 Compression Garments 
The Flowtron® Hydroven 3 pump offers the flexibility of using a Hydroven 1
single chamber uniform compression garment of a Hydroven 3 gradient
sequential garment with a 10% pressure reduction in each segment distally to
proximally. A wide variety of arm & leg garment sizes are available and Inserts
may be added to increase the garment circumference. Soft & pliable, designed for
maximum comfort. Prevents chafing and pinching. Full length zipper for easy use.
Washable.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HUN516003 Ea E0651

Available
Product # Misc. Info UOMs HCPCS
HUN5101L50 20" Half Leg Garment Ea E0666

Flowtron® Hydroven FPR
Console™ Garments Sequential
The Flowtron® Hydroven FPR
pump is used with the
Hydroven FPR garment, a
three chamber sequential
compression garment with
equal pressures in each
chamber distally to proximally.
A wide variety of arm and leg sizes are available and Inserts may be added to
increase the garment circumference. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Flowtron® Hydroven Converter
HUN510500 Ea N/A

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
HUN5163A78 31" Arm Garment Ea E0668
HUN5163L50 20" Half Leg Garment Ea E0669
HUN5163L66 26" Full Leg Garment Ea E0667

Flowtron® Hydroven Converter
Required to enable 
HUNAC200HC to work 
with new garments 

Daily Activity Helpers

Invacare® MULTI-pik Reacher
High or low, you can reach it! No more bending, stooping or stretching. 26" 
long reacher has an ergonomic handle and grip to assure comfortable, 
continuous use. Quality construction resists rust and cleans easily. The head fully
rotates to desired position. Handy magnet picks up small items. Blue.

Aids to Daily Life

Invacare® Supply Group

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG594MPR Ea N/A

Make regular physical activity a goal.
Ask for help, if you need it, from a physical therapist
or trainer. Get your doctor's OK first, especially if
you've been inactive. 

A HCPCS code is not a guarantee of coverage or payment.
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Swivel Ring Cushion
Reduce the hassle of

getting in and out of cars and receive all the
benifits of the ring design; reduced pressure
on tailbone and spine, great for pregnant
women, new mothers, post-surgical care,
hemorrhoid sufferers, inflamed coccyx and
prostate discomfort. Weight capacity 300
lbs. Diminish risk of straining back, knees
and hips. Non-skid base prevents cushion
from moving out of place. Made of firm

comfortable molded foam, 16", raises seat 2". Removable machine washable
Blue cover.

Invacare® Reacher
Made of durable, lightweight alu-
minum with plastic serrated grip-
per that opens to 3" wide.
Magnetic tip retrieves small metal
objects. Ideal for multiple tasks
and kitchen use. Ergonomically
designed handle for ease of use.
26-1/2"L.

Invacare® Hip Kit - 6 Piece
Kit includes 1-Sock Aid; 1-26"
reacher; 1-19.5" Dressing Stick
Shoe Horn; 22.5" Long handle
Bath Sponge; Black and White
Elastic Shoe Laces, 27" 1 pair
each.  Extends the reach of
patients recovering from hip or
back surgery. Offers freedom and
independance to people with
limited range of motion. Includes
mesh carry bag to store your assist
kit. Items cannot be purchased
separately.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG5913347 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

Folding Model
ISGHE11740000 Ea N/A

Standard Model
ISG11720000 Ea N/A

Aculife Blank Medical ID Bracelet
The Blank Bracelet can be engraved with patient
information, illnesses & drug allergies.  The Star of
Life emblem has world-wide recognition and is
used to alert emergency personnel to an existing
medical condition.  Polished stainless steel & hypo-

allergenic. 

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
HEIVMB1 8.5” L Ea N/A

Aculife Finger Injury System
Designed to help relieve finger pain & reduce swelling caused
by sprains, jams, strains & arthritis.  Only product designed to
treat the ‘2 Stages’ of finger injuries: Cold Therapy – can be put
in freezer to reduce swelling & soreness and Warm Therapy –
can be placed in warm water to provide targeted relief for
arthritic fingers.

Aculife Universal Velcro Splint 2pk 
Customized adjustable fit for better protection.
Unique design adjusts for all finger injuries and
wounds. Adjustable velcro straps eliminate the
need for tape. Convenient to put on and take off for
cleaning or adjust for variations in swelling.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HEI400529 Ea N/A

Health Enterprises Inc.

Carex® Health Brands

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CEXP11000* Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HEI400563 Ea N/A
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*Special Order Item

A HCPCS code is not a guarantee of coverage or payment.
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Medication Helpers

Aculife Blank Medical ID Necklace
The Blank Necklace can be engraved
with patient information, illnesses & drug
allergies. The Star of Life emblem has world-
wide recognition and is used to alert
emergency personnel to an existing medical
condition. Polished stainless steel & 
hypo-allergenic.  24” chain.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HEIVNB1 Ea N/A

Aculife Vinyl Eye Patch
Permits eye movement. Protects eye from further
irritation.  One size fits all.

Aculife Large 7 Day Pill Box
Low cost weekly medication organizer.
Ideal for multi pill daily needs. Yellow
color tint to locate easily. Covers 
indicate day of the week.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HEI300B Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HEI400013 Ea N/A

Large 7 Day Pill Reminder
Large 7 Day Weekly Pill Reminder

Invacare® Pill Box And Splitter
Durable and easy to use. Easily and effortlessly grips and splits
all size tablets and pills. 2 Compartment design and compact
size allows for convenient storage and transporting of medica-
tions. Dishwasher safe.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG5957DR Ea,Pk6 N/A

Aculife One Week Plus Today Pill Box
Dispenses four (4) times a day: morning, noon,
evening & bedtime. Pull-out medication card
slides inside planner.  Can easily mount on
wall. Compartments hold up to 30 small pills.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HEI400407 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ISG5940803 Ea N/A

Health Enterprises Inc.

Invacare® Supply Group

Calibrated Plastic Medicine Cup
Pliable, unbreakable polypropy-
lene medicine cups feature easy-
to-read increment graduations in
ounces, cc’s, milliliters, drams and
tablespoons. 5,000 per case.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
PPI02301 1oz Capacity Pk100,Cs50 N/A

Medical Action Industries

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HEI400462 Ea N/A

Aculife Pill Pal Four-In-One Pill 
Box & Crusher
Handy all in one tool for splitting,
crushing, storage and drink cup. Stainless
steel splitting blade for easy, accurate
cutting. Built in pill storage area.
Separates all size pills and tablets with
ease. Crushes pills with one twist.
Bottom serves as a drinking cup.
Compact size for easy and convenient
storage.

Managing pressure is taken to a new level with new cushions, mattresses and overlays!
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Dri-Eze® Hearing Aid Dehumidifier
Easiest and most effective hearing aid
dehumidifier. Prolongs the life of hearing
aids and improves sound quality while
reducing the need for costly repairs.
Simply place the hearing aids into the
Dri-Eze Dehumidifier before going to bed

and close the lid. The innovative
desiccant lining will remove
moisture for 6 months from first

use. Never worry about recharging or
reactivating the desiccant lining.

Hearing Assistance Products

Amplified Phone Ringer With Strobe Flasher
The amplified ring can be set as high as 120 dB
and the strobe light is sure to get attention. Great
for anyone who does not want to miss another
phone call. Plugs directly into the phone jack, AC
adapter included. Backup batteries not included. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CPUAR200* Ea N/A

Krown Mfg.

*Special Order Item
*Special Order Item

Nexear 500NR Hearing Aid with Noise Reduction &
Adaptive Feedback Cancellation
Self-fitting 100% digital hearing aid. Just insert
battery, select tip, put in ear and adjust volume to
improve hearing.  The noise reduction feature
reacts to environmental sounds by lowering
background noise while simultaneously
amplifying speech quality. The aid automatically
reduces whistling and improves telephone usage.
Amplifies speech, but reduces loud sounds. It is
programmed with innovative compression that
reacts depending on listening situations. The aid

responds at high frequencies, improving recognition of consonants equal to
vowels. The hearing aid is designed to serve individuals with mild to moderately
severe hearing loss. NexEar hearing aids come packaged with 3 sizes of Fitting
Tips, four size #10 hearing aid batteries, carrying pouch, owner’s manual and
a warranty/registration card. A 30 day acceptance period is provided.

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
ETI00112* 200 AFC Right Ea N/A
ETI00111* 200 AFC Left Ea N/A

Nexear 200AFC Hearing Aid with Adaptive
Feedback Cancellation 
Self-fitting 100% digital hearing aid. Just insert
battery, select tip, put in ear and adjust volume to
improve hearing. The aid automatically reduces
whistling and improves telephone usage. Amplifies
speech but reduces loud sounds. The aid is
programmed with innovative compression that
reacts depending on listening situations. The aid
responds at high frequencies improving recognition
of consonants equal to vowels. Designed to serve

individuals with mild to moderately severe hearing
loss. NexEar hearing aids come packaged with 3 sizes of Fitting Tips, four size
#10 hearing aid batteries, carrying pouch, owner’s manual and a
warranty/registration card. A 30 day acceptance period is provided.

Available
Product # Style UOMs HCPCS
ETI00121* 500 NR Right Ea N/A
ETI00122* 500 NR Left Ea N/A

Earcon Technologies Inc.

drop

ship

drop

ship

Don't overdo vitamins.
A daily multivitamin supplement that meets 100% of
the Daily Value may help if you can't eat a normal
diet. But talk to your doctor before taking any sup-
plements.

Audio Kit Hearing Aid Cleaner
Contains the 5 tools needed for fast, easy and effective
daily hearing aid cleaning and maintenance built into a
lightweight comfortable holder resembling a cellular phone
for convenience and ease of use. Includes a battery storage
compartment. Tools included are a wax removal brush, a
wax removal pick, a tube vent cleaner, a hearing aid battery
door opener and battery magnet.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HEI400586 Ea N/A

Health Enterprises Inc.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HEI400587 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HEI400595 Ea N/A

Ear Wax Removal Syringe
Doctor designed is a safer alternative to the rubber
bulb ear syringes due to its flared design, tri-Stream
tip and exit portals. 

Help patients stay healthy! Home diagnostic items can help.
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Star Plus 45 Amplifies Phone
StarPlus-45 not only amplifies the incoming voice by
a 53 dB decibels gain, its advanced circuit design
and its electronic anti-feedback filter makes every
word clearer and easier to understand without
any feedback or distortion. Comes with a 95
dB loud tone ringer so that you'll never
miss another call again. Offers Caller ID
and extra large buttons with high
contrast graphics for optimum visibility
and dialing ease. 

Wake Me Up Alarm Clock
The Wake Me Up alarm clock includes an
adjustable, loud audible buzzer,  strong
bed shaker, jumbo size LED display and
lamp outlet. The adjustable buzzer volume
and  display dimmer provide even more
options to customize the clock to meet the
needs of the consumers. A sure way to
Wake Me Up every morning. AC powered
with 9 volt battery back up not included. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CPUKMWU* Ea N/A

drop

ship
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Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CPUKSP45* Ea N/A

drop

ship

3M

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS

Junior
MMM1537 2.5" x 1" Pk20,Bx3,Cs12 N/A

Regular
MMM1539 3.25" x 2.25" Bx20 N/A

Nexcare™ Opticlude™ Orthoptic Eye Patches
Lightweight, oval eye patch, with adhesive
border. Beige. 

Invacare® Smoker’s Apron
Prevents burns and damage to clothing or 
furniture caused by smoldering ashes or
dropped cigarettes. Protects from fire and heat
up to 1000°F. Covers full chest and lap area. 
Single tie closure with Velcro®

Invacare® Waterproof Mealtime Protectors
Attractive, dignified clothing protection.
100% brushed cotton front with full
size impermeable backing protects from
spills. Snap closure in back. Washable. 

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
ISG5914917 30" x 36" Ea N/A

Available
Product # Style Size UOMs HCPCS

Full Length Bib—Lap Style
ISG5914771 Floral 18" x 36" Ea N/A
ISG5914764 Paisley, Blue 18" x 36" Ea N/A

Invacare® Supply Group

We have a full line of Ostomy supplies!
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Invacare® Patient Slipper Socks
Soft, comfortable slipper socks
are made of 98% Polyester and
2% Nylon and Spandex. Non-
skid treads on the bottom help
prevent accidents. 1 pair; latex-
free.

Available
Product # Color Size UOMs HCPCS
ISG2224955 Blue Adult Men’s 6 - 7.5 / Women’s 7.5 - 9 Ea N/A
ISG2224979 Tan Large Adult Men’s 8 - 9.5 / Women’s 9.5 - 11 Ea N/A
ISG2224993 Navy Adult X-Large Men’s 10+ - 7.5 / Women’s 11.5+ Ea N/A

Patient Aids
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Sitz Bath Set
Vented bowl helps prevent acci-
dental overflow. Set includes:
2000cc graduated bag, 60" kink
resistant tubing, shutoff clamp and
instruction booklet. Ideal use in the
treatment of hemorhoids and other
conditions in the anal and genital
areas. Holds 2.1 quarts.

Carex® Health Brands

Aloe Vesta Bathing Cloths
Specially formulated to remove soils, dead skin cells,
perspiration, and other debris without irritation. 

Convatec

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
SQB325521 Pk8,Cs24 N/A

Soft Hands™ Gloves
Multipurpose dermatological cotton
gloves. Therapeutically aid the absorption
of cream and ointment medications.
Washable, 100% cotton; stretchable and
hypoallergenic.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
CEXP75LOO Large 9 - 10 Pk2 N/A
CEXP75SOO Small/Medium 5 - 8 Pk2 N/A
CEXP75XOO X-Large 11 - 12 Pk2 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CEXP708OO Ea E0160

EZ-Shower®

Constructed of heavy-duty vinyl; holds up to 
2-1/2 gallons of water, directed through a 
flexible 2-foot hose. 1-year warranty.

Homecare Products

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HPCB1000 Ea N/A

EZ-Bathe®

Allows clients to safely enjoy a bath or 
shower without leaving their bed. Client rolls
onto 22 gauge vinyl antimicrobial tub, which
is then inflated around them using wet-dry
vacuum (included). Double tube design helps
prevent splashes and spills. Inside dimensions
of inflated tub are 71"L x 32"W x 13-1/2"D
(accommodates individuals up to 6'2"). Fits

all beds. Hand-held shower connects to a tap up to 25' away. 29'drain hose has
on/off capability. Drain hose and vacuum empty tub thoroughly. Garden hose
(not included) may be used to extend tubing if desired. 1-year warranty.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HPCB1006 Ea N/A

Wander Alarm
Attach alarm unit to door frame and place the 
signal unit in the door jam. Alarm is activated 
when the door is opened. Loud enough to be 
heard anywhere in the home. Requires 9V 
battery (not included).

Bendable Utensils For Easier Holding
Features a twist-in metal shaft for
easy adjustment to any angle. Able to
bend left or right. Rocker knife cuts
with minimal effort. Large ribbed, rub-
berized handles. Utensils are made of
stainless steel and are dishwasher
safe. Set of 4: Knife, Fork, Tea and
Soup Spoons.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ALID74851NL Ea N/A

Alimed

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
ALI81424 Pk4 N/A

*Special Order Item

Bathing Products

Invacare® Supply Group

Available March 2011

We have a full line of nutritional supplements, enteral feeding pumps and accessories!
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Mabis/DMI (a Briggs Company) Sage® Products Inc.

EZ-Shampoo®
As convenient for the assistant as it is relaxing for
the patient. When inflated, the EZ-SHAMPOO®
basin provides secure, form fitting support that
cushions the head and shoulders and includes a
built-in inflatable headrest that can be adjusted to
the desired degree of firmness for maximum
comfort with its individual inflator valve. An
assistant can quickly shampoo and rinse patient’s
hair, without awkward bending over and unsafe lifting. An attached drain
hose removes suds and water for the 8” deep, no-spill basin. Compact,
lightweight, 24”Wx20”L.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HPCB1005 Ea N/A

SOF-SITZ™ Inflatable Sitz Bath
A comfortable, portable, inflatable sitz bath made
of heavy-duty vinyl. Designed to fit all standard
toilets.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HPCSB100B Ea E0160

Sock and Stocking Aid
Ideal for those who have limited range of motion or
are recovering from hip, knee or back surgery. Helps
pull on socks and stocking without bending over or
raising leg. 29" straps with easy to grasp loop han-
dles. Convenient, durable and easy to use. Terry
cloth cover helps prevent sock from slipping. Nylon
lined to reduce friction. 

*Special Order Item

Shoe Horn/Dressing Aid Stick
Slip into shoes without bending, bruising heels or crushing shoes.
Assists with dressing and undressing. 24” long, and made of
lightweight, durable plastic. Ideal for those with limited
range of motion. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
DUR8110 Ea N/A

Foot Stool With Handle
Chrome plated steel frame features raised support
handle with foam grip. Non-slip textured matting for
safety. Features reinforced slip-resistant rubber tips.
Stool dimensions 10”x14”x9.5”H, base of legs
18.75”x13.5”, handrail height 34”. Weight capacity
250lbs.

Folding Shopping Cart in Black
Lightweight and easy to maneuver cart folds
compactly for storage. Features a textured handgrip for
secure handling.  Hooks on to most retail shopping
carts.  Basket size 12”x20”x10” has a weight capacity
of 100lbs.  Product weighs approx. 7.5lbs.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
DUR53919020099 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
DUR64081120000 Ea N/A

Shoehorn with Long Handle 24"
Helps slip into shoes without bending, bruising heels or
crushing the back of shoes.  It is ideal for people with
limited range of motion.  Features a slip resistant,
ergonomic contoured handle which has a flexible 
contoured head for easy use.  Handle strap allows shoe
horn to hang for storage.  24” chrome plated metal
shaft

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
DUR64082130200 Ea N/A

Comfort Bath™ Cleansing System
Comfort Bath Rinse-free disposable washcloths
provide a full-body bath for anyone who has
difficulty getting into the tub or shower. In fact, it
eliminates the need for any water source or
additional supplies, saving both time and effort.
These soft, thick washcloths are soaked in a
unique blend of mild cleansers and skin-
protecting moisturizers. They leave skin feeling
soft and smooth with aloe and vitamin E. The
insulated package can be conveniently warmed in
the microwave and stays warm throughout the
bath. The ultimate cleansing solution!  Also available, Comfort Bath Fragrance-Free
Washcloths and Comfort Bath Deodorant Washcloths which contain the exclusive odor
eliminating ingredient, Exopheryl, that eliminates odors on contact. Each package
contains 8 disposable washcloths. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HAL7900A Cleansing System 8ct Pk8,Bx22,Cs2 N/A
HAL7904 Rinse Free Washcloth 8ct Bx4,Cs8 N/A
HAL7903* Fragrance Free Washcloth 8ct Cs352 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
DUR8140 Ea N/A

Comfort Bath™ Rinse-Free Shampoo 
and Conditioner Cap
Everything needed for a warm, soothing shampoo is
right inside the Cap!  Each ultra-soft, disposable cap
is pre-moistened with rinse-free shampoo, condition-
er and detangler. Dirt and oils are absorbed into the
cap's fabric lining, leaving hair feeling clean, soft, and
healthy. Plus, there's no need for running water or the
potentially dangerous situation of getting into a tub.
And it's warmable, providing the ultimate in comfort. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HAL7909 Ea,Cs40 N/A

Bathroom safety products help reduce the likelihood of a bathroom fall.
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Enema Products
Choose from flexible bag or rigid bucket for
enema administration.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PPIH99010 Ea,Cs10 N/A

Medical Action Industries

Deluxe Quilted Limb Holder
Thick, quilted material provides comfort and 
security, yet will not over-tighten. Designed for
safe, fast application and quick release.
Remains soft, even after repeated washings.

Posey®

Pik Stik Telescopic Reacher
Anodized aluminim shaft, won't rust,
telescopes to variable lengths. Entends

from 30" up to 44" instantly. Rotating 5
1/2" jaws. Durable, non-slip gripping surface.

Ergonomic handle and trigger. Made with GE's Lexan
material.

Pik Stik Pro Reacher
Locking mechanism, anodized dual
channel aluminum shaft, rotating 5 1/2"

jaws. Durable, non-slip gripping surface.
Ergonomic handle and trigger. Made with GE's

Polycarbonate. Lifts up to 5 lbs. Yellow.

Pik Stik

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS

Adjustable
POS2540 3-3/4" x 12-1/2" Pk2 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS

1500cc Calibrated Enema Bucket with Castile Soap and Underpad
PPI2560 Ea,Cs50 N/A

1500cc Enema Bag, Drape, 60" Tube with Pre-lubricated Tip, Adjustable Clamp,
Castile Soap & Instructions
PPI2562 Ea,Cs50 N/A

Sitz Bath Set
Fits standard toilets and commodes. Vented bowl helps prevent accidental 
overflow. Set includes: 2000cc graduated bag, 60" kink-resistant tubing, 
shutoff clamp and instruction booklet. Bulk in poly bag. Mauve.

Autodrop® Eyedropper Aid
For easier, more accurate eyedrop instillation.
Clips onto most eyedrop bottles and holds bottle
at correct angle over eye. Special cup prevents

blinking by keeping lower eyelid open. Unique
pinhole directs eyesight upwards 
and away from descending drops.
Made from polypropylene for easy
cleaning.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
OWNOP6000 Ea N/A

Owen-Mumford

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PKST3044 Ea N/A

Available
Product # Length UOMs HCPCS
PKSP321 32” Ea,Cs12 N/A
PKSP261 26” Ea,Cs12 N/A
PKSP201 20” Ea,Cs12 N/A

Magic Bullet Suppository
Contains Bisacodyl 10mg in a polyethylene
glycol (water soluable) base. For use rectally
as a laxative. Acts on contact with the
bowel wall, usually in 15 minutes to 1 hour.

Fleet Enema Ready to Use Saline Laxative
Complete enema in a disposable squeeze bottle with soft, prelubricated Comfortip®.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
FLT201                     4.5oz Ea,Cs48 N/A

Bisacodyl Enema
For relief of occasional constipation or bowel cleansing prior to rectal
examinations. Contains Bisacodyl 10mg.

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
FLT750 1.25oz Ea,Cs24 N/A

Concepts In Confidence

Fleet

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
CICCCMB100 Ea,Bx100 N/A

Patient Aids

Positioning products help relieve pressure. 
There are many new positioning products in our Durable Medical Equipment Section.
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Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
POS2816 Pk2 N/A

Finger Control Mitts
Helps lessen contractures and prevent patient
from picking, scratching or interfering with IV
or catheter. Adult size; fits either hand. Mesh
with padded palm and closed end.

Kennedy Cup™
Eliminate messy spills and increase 
confidence with this spill-proof drinking
cup. Perfect for all ages, this plastic cup
has an easy-grip handle, sturdy screw-on
lid and uses disposable straws. Holds 7
ounces of hot or cold liquid and is dish-
washer safe.

Independence™ 2-Handle Plastic Mug
This attractive mug is crystal clear and 
exceptionally strong. The handles are easy to hold
and the large base adds stability to help prevent
spills. Comes with 2 lids: one with a spout and
one anti-splash, both usable with a straw. Holds
10 ounces of liquid and is dishwasher safe. Good
for hot as well.

Providence
Spillproof Container

SnapWrap™ Deluxe Gown
Wrap-around styling with an 8 - 12"overlap. 50/50 
poly-cotton plisse. Accessible shoulder snap closures. 
41" length. One size fits all.

Salk

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PSCKCUP Pk3 N/A

Available
Product # Color Misc Info UOMs HCPCS
SAL500B Blue Ea N/A
SAL500MP Geometric Print (Ideal For Men) Ea N/A
SAL500P Pink Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
PSCPSC49 Pk3 N/A

Available
Product # Style Color UOMs HCPCS

Long Sleeve with Elastic Cuffs
SAL540LPP Rosebud Pattern Pink Ea N/A
SAL540LPY Rosebud Pattern Yellow Ea N/A

Short Sleeves
SAL535LPP Rosebud Pattern  Pink Ea N/A

LadyLace™ Fashion Gown
Wrap-around style. 50/50 poly-cotton with a touch of 
delicate lace trim and a shirred, fitted bodice and
shoulder. Snap closure. (Velcro® closures available as
special order). 41" length. One size fits all.

Oral Care

Toothette® Oral Swab
Designed for patients who can perform all or
most of their oral care, but who may also
require some nursing assistance. Provides 
adequate oral hygiene for patients who may
also suffer from mild oral dysfunction. Soft,
secure foam heads with distinct ridges gently
lift and remove debris and mucus from oral
cavity. Use to gently stimulate tender oral 
tissue and clean between teeth. Ready to use.
Available with mint-flavored dentifrice or
untreated. Individually wrapped.

Sage® Products Inc.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HAL5601 Mint Flavored Dentifrice Pk20,Bx25,Cs2 N/A
HAL5602 Mint Flavored Dentifrice Bx250,Cs4 N/A
HAL5602UT Untreated Bx250 N/A

Toothette® Plus+ Swabs
Toothette® Plus Swabs have soft foam heads
that are gentle to fragile tissue. Perpendicular
ridges help clean between teeth and stimulate
oral tissue. Available with or without Sodium
Bicarboante.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HAL6076A w/Sodium Bicarbonate 20ct Pk20,Bx25 N/A
HAL6120A Premoistened 2pk Pk2,Bx50 N/A

Cooking for Health
Steer clear of butter, shortening, bacon, lard, chicken
or meat fat, coconut oil, palm kernel oil and palm oil.

Check out our expanded Stockings Section for a wide selection of attractive new styles.
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CleanWave® UV-C 
Portable Toothbrush Sanitizer 

The safe and easy way to sanitize your toothbrush. Germs
and bacteria thrive in moist environments, and live
long after you are finished brushing and rinsing
your toothbrush. The powerful UV-C light safely
eliminates viruses, bacteria and germs. The auto-
matic 6-minute sanitizing cycle begins the moment

you place your toothbrush in the sanitizer. When it’s
time to brush your teeth again, your toothbrush will have

been sanitized. The sturdy case is perfect for traveling and keeps your toothbrush
sanitized and germ-free.

Toothette® Oral Care Mouth Moisturizer
Water-based formula with vitamin E
plus coconut oil to soothe and 
moisturize lips and oral tissue.

Toothette Short Term Swab System 
with Perox-A-Mint Solution
Toothette Oral Care Systems are the number 1 choice
for hospitals nationwide for cleansing and debriding
compromised oral cavities. System contains: 20 Swabs
with Sodium Bicarbonate, 1-1.5 oz bottle of Perox-A-
Mint Solution and 1-.5 oz Tube of Mouth Moisturizer.

Perox-A-Mint®

Mint flavored, 1/2% hydrogen peroxide solution rinse.
Cleans and debrides without drying. Non-alcoholic and safe
for use on tender oral tissue.

Microvision
Convenient, mini-compact

reading glass. Telescoping
temples easily fold up into

carrying case for compact storage.
Spring hinges for added comfort.

Clic
Reading glasses with magnetic 

front connection.  Never misplace 
your readers again! Patented magnetic

closure.  Adjustable neck strap for added
comfort

Toothetter Plus® Single Use Suction Swab System with
Perox-A-Mint® Solution 
2 Suction Swabs with Sodium Bicarbonate. 
1.25 fl.oz./ 7ml Perox-A-Mint® Solution. Toothette
Sunction Swab Systems help remove debris and oral
secretions between brushings. All tools connect
directly to standard suction lines. Available in Single
Use packages or multi-pack kit which includes 6-
single use Sunction Swab Systems, 1-.5 oz. tube of
Mouth Moisturizer and 10 applicator swabs. 

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HAL6000 Ea,Cs50 N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
HAL6512 Pk2,Bx50,Cs2 N/A

Dental Spa
This is the ONLY sonic cleaner that has
dual technology...UV light and sonic
waves for amazing cleaning results.
Ideal for dentures, bite plates, retainers,
sport mouth guards, invisible braces and
whitening trays. Fill the inner-cup with
water, place any intra-oral device into the

Dental Spa, close the lid, and you are ready
to clean and sanitize! Or, choose UV-only and

kill 99.9% of germs and bacteria in just minutes. Requires 3 AA Batteries (not
included), lifetime bulb.  Dimensions: 4.5" x 4.5" x 3.5". Inner Chamber mea-
sures 3.75" x 2.75" so some very large dentures or custom devices may not fit.
If in doubt, measure before ordering.

Violight Inc.

Foster Grant

Verilux® Inc.

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
VIO300 Ea N/A

Available
Product # UOMs HCPCS
VLXVH17BW4 Ea N/A

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
HAL6083 1/2oz Tube Ea,Cs144 N/A

Available
Product # Size UOMs HCPCS
HAL6060 8oz Ea N/A

Reading Glasses

Available
Product # Strength UOMs HCPCS
FGXRTC19C150 1.5 Ea N/A
FGXRTC19C200 2.0 Ea N/A
FGXRTC19C250 2.5 Ea N/A

Lightspecs
Lighted reading glasses.

Powerful LED lights directed right
where you are looking. Replaceable

batteries last over 50 hours. Patented design.

Available
Product # Strength UOMs HCPCS
FGXRTC34150 1.5 Ea N/A
FGXRTC34200 2.0 Ea N/A
FGXRTC34250 2.5 Ea N/A

Available
Product # Strength UOMs HCPCS
FGX1010028150 1.5 Ea N/A
FGX1010028200 2.0 Ea N/A
FGX1010028250 2.5 Ea N/A

We are your most complete source of home health supplies! If you don’t see it, ask us for it!
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